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Title word cross-reference

4 + 1 [Kru95]. 3 [Har87].
-ilities [Voa04b].
.NET [LL03, NV02].
02 [DP03], 05 [AW06].
2 [BHHM86, Gla09c, Gut86, LRO02, MPT86, Rov86, SM09b]. 2.0 [BK03, OHM+07], 2/MUPE [MPT86], 2000 [Ano99d, Tho98]. 2002 [Har03c], 20th [Har03c, You07]. 25th [Ano99a, GAO09]. 25th-Anniversary [Ano99a, GAO09].
3 [DNS+06, Mas98]. 3D [DW90].
5 [Nus97]. 500-Language [LV01]. 5th [Tau95].
6.0 [Fer01b].
830 [Pos85].
9 [Kor96]. 90 [Rys95]. 9001 [Col94, Pau95]. 9126 [JKC04], '96 [Ano97h], '97 [Cha97d], '98 [Ano98o]. 982.1 [Sch07].
Amendment [Bar97b]. Analogy [DDS +97].
Analyses [KJC07]. Analysis [Ano93g, AHM +08, Bas87a, Boe00, CH93, Car98, CE09, CG88, ELLM99, EL02, FHRK93, FKLW91, FLMR90, GFP09, GhHN +08, Gra90, HN90, Hor96, HSG +94, JL06, Jun98, JML00, Kai99, Lou06b, MR90, MCL +01, OBM +90, PTA94, PTH +09, vMC92, Deu88, EJW95, KABC96, MMN +08, War89, Hou01].
Analyst [Mai09a]. Analyste [Gra03]. Analysts [Rob02]. Analytics [Sel09a]. Analytics-Driven [Sel09a]. Analyzers [Dya95]. Analyzing [Ano00k, CN95a, ELM90, Et96a, GBP09, Har89a, JB00, Jul93, KMSW00, Les06, LN92, Mor00, Pal01b, Pf97c, SK92].
Appreciation [Br96]. Apprenticeship [SHM02]. Approach [ADS91, Ano93e, Ano93n, Ano93-30, Ano96p, Ano96q, CT93, CDD90, Cha97c, CDPP96, CP06, DDMS86, DS07, DFL00, Dut93, ELST95, FGS90, Gl06b, Gl08, Got00, Gut86, Hor98a, HSG +94, HB06, KR97, Kis96, KMH +04, LM84, LX99, MH07, MW01, MS90, Mye95d, NGBR05, RW90, Rog00, Sch07, She91, Sim04, SMHT09, Sto99, TP98, WSG +05, WMH07, ZJ98, dLdCGR06, AOS9, BAS98, RHK +03, Zav89].
Approaches [CA01, HG00, Mel05, Veg86].
Approves [MHC03]. Apps [SA07].
Arachne [SDML +06]. ARC [Pau85].
Archaeology [HT02a]. Architect [Boo08c, Bus09a, Fow03d]. Architecting [BK03]. Architects [Par05]. Architectural [Boo08a, Boo08b, Boo9b, BDH96, Cop97, Cop99, GA95, GAO09, HA07, MKMG97, Sha95b, Sta06a, dLdCGR06, KC97].
Architecture [Ano93n, Ano97j, BS86, BH01, BSGF98, Boa95, BALV03, Boo06d, Boo06a, Boo07b, Boo07c, Boo08, Boo09b, Boo09c, Boo90a, Boo90d, CS90, Dig98, Erd09a, FHS +06, FO85, Fu99, GC95, GPW97, KB02, KS96, KOS06, KCD09, LCM06, LSB02, MRZ +05, NTO06, NCC +02, Pf97b, RP06, San03, SC06, SM97, Sta06a, THV09, TA05, UA03, WSG +05, KABC96, Kru95, Nic92, MBO93].
Architecture-Centric [NT06].
Architecture-First [Boo07b].
Architectures [Ano93p, DSS85, FNO92, FF08, Ger90, Kod04, LM07, LSG +05, LL92a, MBL08, Mar04, Mar96, ME00, Off02, OHM +07, PHRS07, Pou95, PAD +98, RD96, Sch92, SC04, SFVM08, Sta94, SH93, Wel00, YBBP05, ZLJW95, HAS89, KLR89, Sch96a].
Can95, Cha96a, Coo96, DSBM99, DW00, DFL00, Dug98, DSB99, Ebe01, EM04, EA07, Et96a, Et96b, Fer95, Fer01b, Fri99, GS07, Gou97, Gou98, GF99, Gre96, HKPS06, Hor96, Hor98a, Hou01, JLO3, JML04, Jur97, Kal94, Kus96, Lar01b, LSO2, LM03, Lew98, LRO02, Mas95, Mat00b, MRA98, MLL03, MSK00, MF04, Nav95, Nus96, P10a, Par96a, PWS+95, Pf97b, Pou99, Rog00, Ros98b, Rys95, Sal97a, Sal97b, STBC05, SC00, SDE+05, SMP07, SJM02, Sta06b, VBM+02, WJS97, WJS05, Wil96, Wil97c, Wil97a, Wil97b, Ad95.

Boomers [Ben00].
Boone [Mil01b].
Bootstrap [Ano93b, HMK+94].
Borders [SHZ+98].
Both [Per95, KHA+03].
Bots [Gra00b].
Bottom [Don01, Gla01a, Jak98, TM94, Wei98a].
Bottom-Up [TM94, Wei98a, Jak98].
Box [Ano96d, Gla03a, Kic96, Sha95a, Tiw04, MLL03].
BPEL [Lou08].
Brass [Rei04a].
Brazil [Dua02].
Break [Bel99, Mac99b].
Breakdown [DDS+97].
Breaking [Boi02].
Breathing [Lot97].
Brick [Dro06].
Bridges [DW00].
Bridging [BHS85, KE88].
Brief [Ano92], Ano96n, Ano97e, Bar95c, Bur94, Cha97a, Cha97d, Ebe08b].
Briefs [Ano96e, BLP96, Cha99c, Gla99c].
Bright [Ano96a].
Bringing [Ber96a, Bri96].
British [Bar98].
Broad [FCH+98, Pou95].
Broadcast [LC5].
Break [DeM99].
Broker [Har06f].
Brook [JOL+00, McC99b, SLG+00].
Brooklyn [DM93].
Browser [Kin97, PCS95].
Browsers [Jaa02].
Browsing [SSSW86].
Bruce [Har03c, Jur97].
BSA [Bar97a].
Budding [Ju98, Ju01].
Budget [Ano92].
Bug [SC05, Spi06a, Tho98].
Bugs [Ano97g, AHM+08, KAS93, Ano96d].
Bugzilla [SC05].
Build [CM96, DDS+97, LRO02, Mag00, McC96c, OBR+08, Rov86, Vo90].
builder [CFTZ89].
Builders [Spi08b].
Building [Ano93e, Ano01h, Bac95b, Cle88, CM07, CB00, DLR07, GHW02, Har06a, HM02b, KG87, KKM+09, KL05, LSW87, Lev90, McC98e, MRTS98, Pf93, PS84, SC04, VBM+02, WSL+99, vM95a, FKH97].
Built [Mat00b].
Bulley [Pat09].
Bullet [Ano93s, Ber08, Dro06, FM08, Moo01c].
Bulletproof [VBM+02].
Bullets [Spi07e].
Bumping [PM98].
Burgess [Dav96e].
Bus [MM05].
Business [Ano98o, Ano99d, Chi02, Dig98, Fav02, GK02, Har05f, Hec99, Hou01, Lei99, LSG+05, Mat00b, McCo2e, ME02, MLL03, MK03, NT02, New95, Pat08a, Ram00, Rob04, RP09, SRK+09, Vic07, Voa04a, WEL02, Wes08, ZJ00, Sim96].
Business-Critical [Ram00].
Business-Driven [NT02].
Business-Process [New95].
Busters [Spi06a].
Buyers [Ano92g, Ano93c].
Bzip2 [PJT09].
C [Fer01b, Wil97c, Ano96j, Ano99d, Bec90, CG88, Con02, DSBM99, DSB99, EFM+91, Oma89, Sho06, WC06, Wil97c].
C# [LL03].
C-130J [Con02].
C-Based [EFM+91].
C/C [WC06].
Cache [SDML+06, TM97, San98e].
Café [vdL02].
Calculating [BCM+04].
Calendar [Cur95].
Call [Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98m, Ano99e, Ano99g, Ano99f, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00h, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano03c, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Gra97, Hor97, KH97, Spe99].
Calls [Ano98a, Ano99h, Ano00k, Ano02i, Got02a].
Calmer [Rei94b].
Cambridge [San95a].
Campus [Hol04].
Can [Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92h, Bin97, Boo08d, Bue09, EG04a, EA03, Gau05, GK02, Har05a, Hay03, KC96, Lai08, Lon02, MSG+07, McCo79f, Pf02, PAD+98, Sim04, VV00, VMM91, VCM+97, Voa97b, Voa00b, WES87, Voa97a].
Canadian [Str02].
Can’t [Gill96a, Rob99, Spe99, Yam98b].
Capabilities [AJM06, KGRB03].
Capability
[BM91, BM09, HC91, PCCW93, Rug93].
Capers [Cha97d]. Capital [DL98, Weg84].
Capping [BDA04, KSMS02, SSV99, Zdu09]. Cards [Dav97e]. Care [JB04]. Career [Hal09, Kru08b, Kru09a, Kru09b, Nan98, WOBP00, Wil09]. Careers [Cos03]. Cares [McC96e]. Cargo [McC00a]. Carl [Har03c].
Cascade [ZF99]. CASE [Ano92i, Bas07, BFJT05, BBTJ09, CK00, Che01, CR88, CGR94b, CGR94a, CSR+08, DLSZ05, DFL00, ELM90, ELLM99, GCR94a, GCR94b, Gue94, HG00, Har05b, Hei01, JD98, Kan01, KCF+08, KAKG96, KPP95, Lei99, LJ88, Mey87, PJT09, Pan85, PWS95, Rob04, SRK+09, Sna84, THV09, Tar09, WKCJ00, Win05, ZAV02, vdLLM09, Den91, LD95, WTMS95, Aci88, Big88, CN92, CC95b, Cur88, GLS99, HBP92, Jar92, Kem92, Mar88, MS92, NC92, OBM+90, PTP+88].
Cases [Ale03, JB04, LX99, TRW03, Yam98a]. Cash [Ado96]. Casting [Kru05a]. Catch [Erd07d, Ing08]. Catching [Rei04a].
Challenge [Ano99d, BC08, Cha97d, FPG94, Lev90, LO90, Mar88, Sha96, Lew98].
challenged [Dak96f]. Challenges [Ano99d, Ath98, BGM06, BT05, BV08, BCh+02, Irv97, WW03, Fis89].
Challenging [DFL00, Sid94]. Chameleon [MO93]. Champions [Gou98]. Chang [Har03c]. Change [BMM04, BMM05, Big96, Cha97b, Cox84, DC04, GFP09, MNA05, Mil01a, Pif98, RG04, Tho05, WB08d, For97, MSK00]. Changed [Lus04]. ChangeDistiller [GFP09]. Changes [CCD09, Cos03, Cus03, HH02b, KL97a, Koh05]. Changing [Cha94, Coy00a, McC02b]. Chaos [DFL00, Par03]. Characterizing [Hum88, WB06b].
Classes [GBdHQCG+00, WB06b, WB07a]. Classic [McC96b]. Classification [Gla8b, Gla09c, PS90, Sha97b].
Component-Based [Bal00, BSGF98, Bee06, BB08, CTW98, Dig98, DT03, DZB+95, GK02, Kot98, LCB+09, MP07, US04, Voa98a, Voa01a, Wey98, ZJ98, Hat97a, RHK+03].

Component-Oriented [DT03, RHK+03].

Components [Ano98y, CFQ07, Cou99b, LCB+09, MLL03, Par03, RIP+01, Sta94, Sch96a].

Composing [KH02, Voa01a].

Composition [Bla07].

Compositional [Zav89].

Comprehend [RS08].

Comprehension [LS86].

Compromise [Lai08, Sme92].

Computation [Pra85].

Computational [OLPS04].

Computer [Ano84b, Ano92i, Ano92q, Ano93m, Ano01f, Bar98, BC85, DSBM99, DSS85, GBdIHGCQ+00, Irv97, KM86, Lam84, Lin85, LK88, Luq92a, Luq92b, Mi84, Par99, PWS+95, Rec91, Spi98, Wei99, Fis89].

Computer-Aided [Ano92i, LK88, Luq92b, Luq92a].

Computers [FWB85, FHMU85, KT88, Kal94, Kus96, Mou01].

Computing [Ano92d, Ano96d, Ano98p, BCC+08, Cha99c, CT02, Chw01, Erd09c, Gla00b, Ke107, Kle98, Rei95b, Rei95f, Wi96, Zad94].

Concept [WGK+02].

Concepts [BLSS08, DSBM99, KMSW00, SSSW86, Sny93].

Conceptual [Bol09, Bor85, DG09b, LSS94, Rei87].

Concurrency [Got01d, KR03, VVJ06].

Concurrent [Ano93e, Ano96f, ZSM92].

Concurrent [Aoy93, CT91, For88, HR95, LSM84, PH93, RP95, Ros91, San97a, Wol88, FUKU97].

Concurrent-development [Aoy93].

Conform [Aono6p, Lit06].

Conferences [Ano96g, Ano96l, Bol04, Cha98a, GLS99, Rec06b].

Confessions [Gla08f].

Confessions [Che97].

Confidence [Ano04p].

Configuration [Ber03, BH95b, LC87, SO97].

Conflict [Mac99a].

Conflicts [B196, EG04a].

Confronting [Tru94, YMJ94a].

Congress [Bar95d, San95a, SB96].

Congruence [MW96].

Congruent [Ada95].

Conjurer [HJA08].

Connecting [Rei90, WB08a].

Connection [Kra95, Moh01, Hat97a].

Connections [Cha98a].

Connectivity [Har05a, San98f].

Connectors [BCM88].

Consciousness [Mac99a].

Consciousness-Raising [Kal94].

Consider [Pat08b].

Consistency [BG95].

Consoles [Got01a].

Consistency [Gas+01].

Context [Har05a, Constraint [TBY96, Bal89].

Construct [SZ+98].

Constructing [SMR93, Sta94, Ano93c].

Construction [Ano21i, Ano20q, CJK+02, DH93, DBO4, DSB99, HC02, HG00, HSA89, HT02b, Mc96c, Mc96b, Sal97a].

Consultancy [Kee00].

Consumer [GB00, RA96].

Consumption [Mat01].

Contact [TBE2].

Contemporary [GV95].

Content [Cha98a, Har03a, Har06b, IAJR97].

Context [BDA04, DZB+05, Gau05, Lit05, Mai90c, Mau90, SO90].

Context-Adaptive [Lit05].

Context-Free [Mau90].

Contexts [Mye98].

Continue [MHC03].

Continued [CK00].

Continuing [MHC03].

Continuous [Ano99d, Sha09].

Contract [DK96a].

Contractor [Rug93].

Contribute [Ano92h].

Contributions [SSZ06].

Control [Ano92i, Ban93, BMM05, BDKP99, BALV03, Bri96, Car94, CM90, DJH+90, EA03, FH07, FCB00, Got00, HK94, JC00, JP03, KGRB03, Lev90, LLH+05, Lou96d, Luq92a, OMTHC94, PRHS07, Sha01, Spi05c, Spi05f, TV99, VNS94, Wei00, WGFC86, Har89b, Put91, dSA95, MSK00].

Controller [CG08, DG07].

controlling [SM89].

Controversy [Ano92a].

Conundrum [Ber08].

Convenience [Ano05k].

Conversation [Pat08d].

Conversions [TV00].

Converting [BPS94].
customer-oriented [Har89a].


Cyberspace [GD02, Gou97]. Cycle [Bas87a, Ebe06, GS90a, HF95]. Cyclomatic [McC96a]. Cyclone [Got02a].


Danger [Got01a]. Dangerous [BK05, Mar98, Pon98, Rei02c]. Dangers [Har04d, Str96]. Dark [Rob01a, VD96].

Darlington [CCRZ90, CFW98, Fon96, Gai94, Lin87, MDM94, PHRS07, TL98, Wie84, YM94a, YM94b].

Database-Centric [PHRS07]. Databases [Al03, Amb07, AEP96, DY93, Pon95, RH89, KR88]. Dataflow [FL86]. Dave [Ano96h].

David [Ano96m, Pf97b]. Davidow [Ano97f]. Davis [Har03c]. Days [Gla02b].

DCE [RD96]. Dead [Gla02e, Rei95e]. Dead-End [Rei95e]. Deadline [Lew98].

Deadly [McCo1e, Rei01, Rei02a, SGW02]. deal [Dak95a]. Dealing [SKO8]. Dear [Spi05a]. Death [Cl98a]. Debatable [And95].

Debate [MHC03, McL05, SLH01, GA05]. Debates [MMP+01]. Debating [Coo96, Cur95, KS96]. Debugger [ISO87, SFG94]. Debuggers [Spi06c].

Debugging [ADS91, Ano96d, AFC91, CBM90, HL85, LST91, MW91, OCHW91, PWS+95, PHK91, PT09, Sev87, SI91, TBY96].

Debunking [Gra00a]. Decade [DSBM99, Dun89].

Decision [Ano92i, CDD08, Don06, EPSJ93, Gl90a, KCD09, MMM+99, Mey96a, Str96].

Decision-Support [MMM+09].

Decisionmakers [Dav95e]. Decisions [ABC91, Bar96b, CMK09, Erd95, FCH+08, HA97, ROL90, TA05].

Deck [Got01b]. Declarative [Lou07, Spi03].

Decline [Ros00]. Declining [Gro04].


Deep [IKBM08]. Defect [Ano93g, Bif00, Car98, Gra04, KT04, KL05, McC97c, RAT+06].

Defect-Prediction [KL05]. Defects [Eme95, Pre01, Rai07b].

Defend [McC96d]. Defending [MCA00].

Definition [Jon05]. Definitions [TN92]. Degree [DjM04]. Degrees [PTH+09].

Déjà [Dav96b]. Delayed [Got01d]. Delaying [Thi88].

Delegation [ADT91]. Delivered [Got02b]. delivering [GSB03]. delivery [McC97b].

Delocalized [LS86]. Delphi [Gor95]. Demand [Erd07d, Jon94, Kle98].

Denise [Nie96a]. Demo [Ara95].

Demonstrating [LSM84]. Demonstration [RGR85]. Demystifying [TA05].

Denning [Bar97c]. Density [Wit90, Hat97a].

Departments [You00]. Dependability [An99f, BDA04, BHJM04, DZB+05].

Dependable [KL94, dLCR96].

Dependencies [Lub01]. Depends [Mai07].

Deployment [DNS+06]. Describing [Sim06].

Description [Jac98b, LCM06, RP06]. Descriptions [Lau03]. Design [AW91, Ano99g, Ano04a, Ano08d, AMM+89, ABCF91, Bai98, Ber93, Boe84, Boy97, BC86,
Bud99, CN07, CC90, CS90, CSR+99, CDPP96, DDM986, DG09a, Die05, DSS85, DB96, DSB99, Et96a, EMB+99, Fac01, Fow01a, Fow01b, Fow01c, Fow05, GP05, Gl99a, GYvdR06, Got02a, GSS+06, HLS90, Hat97b, HS90, Ho92, HKP96, Hou01, JC00, JS08, JOL+00, Jur97, Kai99, Kan01, KMY91, KM86, KS96, Kru05a, Kru05b, Kuh98, LANC07, Lam84, LCM06, Lar01a, LM94, LH01, Leh86, MSJ+09, MMSM90, MS04, Mey87, Mey04, MKMG97, Ner01, NV02, Nie95b, Pat08d, PWS+95, Ray06, RW90, RG02, Rog00, Rom90, Ros85, RW92, ROL90, Sha95b, STSK92, SM97, Sh00a, Sim06, SO92, Sto99, THV90, Ter96, Th95, W95+99, Wan95, WHC06, WB06c, WB07b, WB07c, WB07d, WB07e. 

**Design** [WB07f, WB08a, WB08b, WB08c, WB08e, WB08f, WB09a, WB09c, WB09b, WB09e, WB09d, Yan98a, YKtY93, ZAV02, ZZZ03, Zhd09, BDI06, Kar88, M9+89, OBM+90, Sch96a, Sou97, TK98, War89, De95b, J097, P099, R000].

**Design-Method** [WB07f, WB08a, WB08b, WB08c, WB08e, WB08f, WB09a, WB09c, WB09b, WB09e, WB09d, Yan98a, YKtY93, ZAV02, ZZZ03, Zhd09, BDI06, Kar88, M9+89, OBM+90, Sch96a, Sou97, TK98, War89, De95b, J097, P099, R000].

**Design/Requirement** [WB07f, WB08a, WB08b, WB08c, WB08e, WB08f, WB09a, WB09c, WB09b, WB09e, WB09d, Yan98a, YKtY93, ZAV02, ZZZ03, Zhd09, BDI06, Kar88, M9+89, OBM+90, Sch96a, Sou97, TK98, War89, De95b, J097, P099, R000].

**Designers** [WB07f, WB08a, WB08b, WB08c, WB08e, WB08f, WB09a, WB09c, WB09b, WB09e, WB09d, Yan98a, YKtY93, ZAV02, ZZZ03, Zhd09, BDI06, Kar88, M9+89, OBM+90, Sch96a, Sou97, TK98, War89, De95b, J097, P099, R000].

**Desktop** [Got09b, HAK+96].

**Destroy** [Lin93].

**Detecting** [EGP92].

**Detection** [KL88].

**Determining** [CFQ07, EPS93, MSG+07, Sim96].

**DEV** [vWHvW09].

**Develop** [Hal96b].

**Developers** [A092r, A096r, A049p, Gee96, HS8+98, Har03e, Har04e, Mc005e, PSH04].

**Developments** [A092r, A064k, Cha95, FJWC01, Got01a, Har05f, Ing08, Jae95, KL97a, MC03b, MHC03, Mc005, MAF06, Mye01, PWS+95, PM98, PFS95, Rob09a, Se99, US09, D96f, PSV94, Lew98].

**Development** [A092r, A039h, A039i, BGB01, BR99, BOS00, Con02, DJS07, FK04, Ger90, Gon05, HC02, Jaa02, KS89, Ksh04, MBL08, MH07, MS95, Mub08, PWS+95, R97, SM09b, SM09b].

**Development** [ABF05, AH90, AKM+08, A0M07, A0O02, Amb07, AFG04, An95, An92i, An93e, An93d, An92g, An99d, An00k, An00i, An050, Aoy98, AK03a, AK03b, ASC07, Bal00, Bas90, BRI+03, Bas95, BKS89, BKS89, Bl87, BT05, BB08,BOR85, BCC+96, Bur94, BPD02, CA01, Che95, Cri06, CM07, CMK03, CMK09, CM06, DWH86, DM93, DCH04, DAB06, DG07, Dua02, DD09, Ebe01, ED01, EMP05, Er90d, FD07, FTR+94, FY90, Gl99d, Gl99e, Got01c, GAS+01, Got02e, Got07, GH00, Gum06, Hal09, Har04c, He01, HM01a, HP029, Hsi96, JBR99, J094, JBRD08, JS08, J1K+05, JWMW07, Jon96, Jon03, J098, JBR09, J0M2, KFP88, Kan09, Kem90, KCF+08, Kim04, Kru08b, Kru09a, Kru09b, KR03, LM07, LF05, LNR98, LHB+90, Les06, L099, LCB+09].

**Development** [LR00, Lit04, LVS92, Lou06c, LB06, MKCC03, MSG96, MSJ+99, Mac99c, Mar96, Mar00, Mar07, MMSM90, MF00, Max01, McC98c, McC99e, MR09, MCF03, MD90, MJ88, MSK00, Mot06, M089, Mul86, Mye02, NOK08, NS99, NT06, NK04, NC00, OGE08, OY95, Pa01a, Pa01b, PWS+95, P90, Pue97, RKK05, RRD07, Rei00c, Rei0a, RIP+01, RJ00, RE04, RP07, RM00, SAL97b, SK08, San95b, Sca04, SA05, Sch07, Sel03, SK03, SCSC04, Sim06, SMHT09, Sot01, SS04, TM04, UA03, U010, VB09, VE05, Vis08, VK07, WEL02, WW03, WPJ98, Wi00, YJ07, ZAV02, Zha04, ZS05, vdLM09, A089, Aoy93, CW98, For97, LD95, MNN+89, MW96, Mey91, Per90, VT88, Zhe09].

**Developments** [A000j, Rus91].

**Device**
Cri06, CM07, DS07, DCH04, DSLB03, DG07, DFL00, Jan04, JS08, JHMW07, KYM04, KR03, LX99, Mar07, MMSMO9, MMM09, MR09, MCF03, Mug08, NT02, RS04, RP07, Sel09a, Sel03, SK03, SH02, UA03, Uhl08, VK07, WBO7c, Zha04, ZS06].

Driver [UA03]. Drivers [KT05]. Drives [Ano93g, Cos03, Ebe07]. Driving [Cri06]. DRY [HTO1b]. DSR [Bar96a, SB96]. DTV [Ano97d]. Dunnit [Nus97]. during [Ano00k, DL03, MCL01, RBBC03, Sim06].

Dwarf [WJS97]. Dynamic [BCMV05, DLR07, EFM91, FLR04, MP07, Moe92, MK92, RS84, SF93, SDML06, Shn94, SFG94, WC86]. Dynamically [Ano08b, KKH95, KW07]. Dynamics [Ber96b, CHi02].

E-commerce [Car00b, OBR08]. E-science [TSP09]. E-service [GYvdR06]. E-voting [Sto03]. E3value [GYvdR06]. Each [Whi96]. Early [BCA06, Cuk05b, FCH08, Got01e, KAKG96]. Earth [Par96a]. Easier [CCR09, Xu03]. Easily [BBE88]. Easy [Ros98a]. Eating [Har06c]. Ebert [Ano96i]. EC [Ano92d, Cha98a]. Eclipse [YJ07, DGC07, Fro07, MKF06].

Ecological [TK89]. Economic [Ano98g, Boo09e, Boo09f, Erd05, PR08, SV02]. Economical [Voa98b]. Economics [Boo07b, Ksh04, Lim04, CHo97]. Ecosystems [Voa98b].

EcoWalls [Boy00a]. Edgewatch [San98a, San98b, San98c]. edited [Bei97b]. Edition [An001f, DW00, Wei99, San98e, DW00]. Editor [McC99a, McC99c, McC99e, McC99f, McC00b, McCo0e, MC00c, CC01b, McC01c, MC01a, Spi05a, Ano92h, Big96, Bol02, Byt99, Car95, Cha94, Cuk05a, Cur00, Dav95c, Dav95a, Dav95d, Dav95b, Dav96b, Dav96c, Dav97a, Dav97b, Dav97e, Dav97c, Dav98d, Dav98b, Dav98c, Dav98a, Ebe09, Erd08b, Erd09c, Erd09d, Erd09e, Erd09b, Gla03c, Har03a, Har03d, Har03c, Har03e, Har03b, Har03f, Har04a, Har04b, Har04d, Har04c, Hor98b, Hum00, Kru05b, McC98e, McC98f, McC99b, McC99d, MC99f, MC00d, MC00a, MC01d, MC02e, MC02c, MC02c, MC02d, Mei05, Mil00a, PC97, Rif09, Str99, Str01, Voa99b, Voa01c, Voa03, Wil03, Zdu09].

Editors [JWC01, AP00, BD97, BF00, BB99a, CBM98, CW00, DM06, DP94a, DP03, ES09, EMP05, EF504, EH95, GW07, HF02, HM01a, JM07, JMS06, KV07, KABM99, KB08, LFW00, LR00, LB06, MRE05, ME00, MNJP02, MCL97, MCF03, ME02, MS06, NZZ09, NZ07, NOK08, PL03, PT05, RV07, RL02, SE98, SM09b, SS04, SMT09, TW07, VM00, WE04, dSSS09].

Edsger [Che02]. Educating [CP02]. Education [Ano96r, Bac97, CK00, DJM04, FPK01, Hgk97, Hi97, Hh02b, HM92, Irv97, McC97f, MCL97, MJP00, M002b, PDHT97, TR05, vV06, KCC01]. Effect [Kam87]. Effective [Ano93a, Ano93b, BB91, BS03, DSBM99, HM02b, KL05, SL97, She91, ABL98, HF97].

Effectively [LN92]. Effectiveness [Che01, DAS07, Voa97a]. Effects [BM04b, Cla00, Gla04a, Lim04]. Efficient [BR85, Gut86]. Efficiently [Mos92]. Effort [Cla00, Got01e, JMD00, Jor05, JG08, JBR09, PRSV97, VT88]. Effortlessly [Rai07f]. Efforts [DAB06, F98, Got02d].


Electronics [RA96]. Element [FK01]. Elements [Ano93a, DeM95b]. Elicit [URK01]. Elicitation [DJS08, SP98]. Eliminating [CK02]. Ellen [Ano98q]. Else [An94, San90]. Eludes [Ano92g]. Elusive [Gla03b, KL96]. Email [Re95c].

Embedded
[Ano99p, CE09, GLT03, LSB02, LT09, Med05, MW09, SMHT09, TYZP05].

Embrace [MSK00]. Embracing [FLR04].

Embolden [HAK+96]. Emerging [Pf97b, SS96, US04, VZM+07, WC89].

Emotional [CNS08]. Emphasizing [AJM06]. Empirical [CR08, CDM+05, P
05]. Empirically [JMDB00, PS90].

Employees [Yam99]. Employment [Dak95a]. Empowering [DG09a]. Emulator [San98f]. Enable [DC04, Gar05, Sel09a]. Enabling [SSC06, WB08d]. Enbugging [HT03c, BPS+03]. Encourage [WOS94].

Encourages [Got08a]. Encryption [Ban93, Bar97a, Bar96b]. End [Ano92f, Ano92g, DDPW09, Gra04, Har04d, IKBM08, KABM09, Rei94a, Rei94b, Rei95b, Rei95c, Rei95d, Rei95e].

End-to-End [Gra04]. End-User [Har04d, KABM09]. Ending [Gla05a, ZJ00]. Ends [San97b]. Enduring [P
97b]. Engineer [BCC+08, BS95, CC96, Dak97a, GAS+01, Hal09, Har05c, Kla95, Pae08, Spe99].

Engineered [PAD+98]. Engineering [ANB99, Ano84a, Ano92i, Ano93t, Ano03k, Ano04o, Ano07i, AW06, BHS85, BLP96, BHA09, Bas7c, Bas07, Bat98, BL98, Ber08, BGM06, BHL+03, Bol02, BDA+09, BD04, Bur95a, CR08, CDD08, Cha94, Cha97d, Cha98b, CW00, CT02, CR88, CC90, Chi02, CM90, CL02, CHW98, Cos01, Cou99a, CMA+02, Cuk05a, CP06, CR92, Dak96a, Dam07, Dan04, DJSS97, DP94a, Dav96d, DeM09, DRR+07, DJM04, DSD02, DBS09, DVG09, DT03, Dor99b, DAE08, DPO3, DB99, DSB09, DLV99, DKJ05, Ebe01, Ebe06, Eng99, Erw09, FPM01, Fra95, Fra99, FM08, FTB06, Glao1b, Glao3a, Glao3c, Glao3d, Glao4d, Glao6b, Glao7a, Glao7b, GW07, Gom06, Got08b, Got99b, GLT03, GRS02, HL05, Har03b, HBB01, HF02, HL01, IS94, Jac98c, Jac99, Joh95, JMS02, KLD02, Kei07, KABM09].

Engineering [Koh05, Kru08a, Lab94, LFW99, LFW00, LM03, LWE01, LLS+06, Lew98, LT09, LL92b, LB06, McC98c, McC99d, MT99, McC00a, McC00b, McC01b, McC01d, MAMY99, ME02, MLL03, Moo99, MJ+00, Moo01b, Moo01a, Moo02a, Moo02b, Moo03, Mun08, Mus85, ME90, Mus93, Mye95d, NGBR05, Nav95, NL03, NC00, PDK05, PFR92, PJT09, Par99, PDK93, PWS+95, Pio02, Pf05, PM98, PH93, PT05, QBN+06, RP95, Ree00, Ree05, Ree06b, Rei03a, Rob05b, Ros05, Row96, RS04, RL02, SBM02, SSV99, Sch95b, Sch99, SRW00, Sha90, Sha09, SD88, Sid94, SS96, Som05, SRS+86, SSMK+00, SH02, Sym88, Tha03a, Tha03b, TSP+09, TR05, TR05, Tot06, TB02, Voao4a, WKA96, WW03, WA02, WE04, Zve03, dSSS+09, v06, Ano93-27, CN95a, Pot93, RC89, Sam90, SA97, Tho09, Was96].

Engineer [Beib97, Mye95b, PTH+09].

Engineers [Bla07, Con02, DN97, DHMR02, Dor99a, FPG94, Har03a, Hum01, Kru08b, LSF03, Mag00, McC02f, NS05, Nor07].

English [Gla08d]. Enhanced [Mau90].

Enhancing [HPSD00, HS00, vWHvW09].

Enough [Bac95a, CJK+02, HB06, JOL+00, Mcs96, Ree03, UA03, WA02, You05, Zve03].

Enrollment [Con96]. Ensuring [CE09].

Enter [GA05, Ano85]. Enterprise [DDPW09, Erd07d, Hon01, Mur95, Par05, PHRS07, Uhl08].

Entertainment [GAS+01]. Entity [San03, SM88].

Entity-Life [San03]. entity-relationship [SM88]. Entrepreneurial [Ano92i].

Envelope [Ben99]. Environment [AK85, AO88, BRS+85, Bls87, CAGR91, CR92, DL07, EM91, GJ1+89, LM07, LVS92, MPT86, Map85, OCM+84, PFR92, Pem87, PH01, Pra85, Pue97, PTP+88, Rei87, Ros85, San03, Sch92, SR85, SD88, SBK86, WMWM87, vvSO+98, BDH96, LC87, MMN+89, Re090, SA97, WKUI89].
Environments [CL91, CNL99, HKR+90, Jar92, JB00, KKM87, MS92, PDK05, SB95a, STM88, SAG+97, TN92, VZM+07, Voa99a, K889, Oma89, Tho89, Pou89], Envisioning [And07, Ano98a], Epidemiology [TSP+09].

Epochs [SVSL08]. Equality [Hal95].

EQUITY [Ree06a]. Era [Got02e, Jun97, Kru05b, MLL03]. Eras [Dav96a, Ano96q]. Ergonomic [Bi94]. Eric [Mil01b]. EROS [SH02]. ERP [Dan04, DVG09, HL99, WC09]. ERPs [SS06a]. Errata [Dav97c]. Erring [KCC+01]. Error [Ano93g, Gla03b, Gla08f, ON92, PWS+95, SHZ+98, TV99, Wit90].

Error-Free [Gla03b, Gla08f, TV99]. Errors [Pos85]. Esaps [vdL02]. Escort [WKU89]. escrow [Sme92]. ES [Wa96]. ESPIRT [Ano89, Ano93k]. Essay [Ano99]. Esprit [Ano93g, Gla03b, Gla08f, HL05, KH00, KCC+01, MRZ+05, NR89, Pat09, Pre01, Rus91, SvHB02, SR91b, Tan95, UHC02, WKA96]. Experienced [CP02, Moy97]. Experiences [GJP99, Kan09, Str01, TSP+09, Tot06, TH02d, WW03]. Experiment [OCM+84, SSSW86]. Experimental [Bur95a, DMS87, DRW03, JWKZ99, Ree06b, Sca89]. Experimentally [JMV80].

Experiments [FNO92, PSV94]. Expert [AGB+97, Ano92a, Ano96j, Dou85, DJ05, Jor05, JBR09, Nar95, WGFC86, CFTZ98]. Expert-Judgment-Based [Jor05]. Expert-system [CFTZ89]. Expertise [ZSF91]. Experts [AS03, FNY09].

Explained [Ano93f, MSK00]. Explaining [WB06c]. Explanation [Ray06].

Explanation-Oriented [Ray06]. Explicit [Fow01d, NCC+02]. Exploration [Kuh98]. Exploratory [Ano93n]. Explore
Form-Oriented [WP86].

[BBRTL90, BH95a, Cha98a, DG90, Ger90, GCR94c, GFB96, Hal90, Hal96b, HA00, HSG+94, JKM+09, JBR09, Jul93, Kem90, LG97, MD86, ND90, Pal01b, SB90, Win90b, YJC09, FKC97, Law96, LST91]. Formalism [CS05, Mey85]. Formalisms [HGK09]. formality [Jac96]. Formalizing [HKK93].

Fortran [Ano93f, Rys95, MMS88, KB88, Rys95]. Fortunes [KCL93]. Forward [RE03].


Frame [Bas87c, Bas90]. Frame-Based [Bas87c, Bas77]. Framework [Ama07, ACF91, ACM+97, BR87, BW96, Car00b, CN92, CBM90, DCF+02, Fow99, Har87, HS00, Hum88, Kr05a, LL03, MMW86, OHM+07, RKK05, Vit84, Sch96a, Shn97]. Frameworks [AK03a, Bas95, DFL00, Fac01, SA07, Spi06c, Se90].

Frank [HEH06]. Franklin [Mll84]. Free [Gla03b, Gl08f, Kis96, Mau90, Sca04, TV99]. Free-Form [Kis96]. Frequently [Gla01b, Zve98b]. Fresh [AP00, Fle99].

Friend [Ano96h]. front [WB08e]. Fruit [Per95]. full [SM88]. full-screen [SM88]. Fun [Gla07a, Gl07b, GAS+01]. Function [HPLH90, Kr05a, Fur97].

Function-Behavior-Structure [Kru05a]. Functional [And07, Ano96d, BK89, DG09b, How85, Lau03, MMW86, TP86]. Functions [CBK85]. Fundamental [Gla01b].

Fundamentals [Ano01f, Fid96, Pf97a]. Funding [Cha99b, DCH04]. Funds [Cha98b, PM98, San95a]. Future [Alo99, Ano98o, Ath98, BLSS98, Bar95, Bol04, Boo08e, BHS07, Cur88, Dav97c, Dug98, Gl09a, Gl02a, GHH+09, Har06a, Kay98, KOS06, Leh98, Mic00, Mus85, Mye95c, Pes97, PT09, Rei05, Rei95b, Rei95c, San98a, WB09b, Lou95]. Futures [You98].

Fuzzy [Zad94]. Fuzzyspeak [Rei95b].

Galaxy [BB89]. GAMB&IT [LM84].

Gamble [LJ7]. Game [Bal00, BC85, Got01a, Hei98, LM84, MM08a, Sca04, vWS09]. Games [GAS+01]. Gap [BCKM97, KE88, McC02a, San08]. Gaps [CSR+99, Phi96, TK89]. Garden [Rei87].

Gargantuan [Boo06b]. Garlan [P0]. Gates [HVF+00]. Gateway [GCR94a]. Gathering [Gon02]. Gauging [McC97c]. Gender [Kra95].

Gender-Quality [Kra95]. Genera [WMMW87]. General [Ano98m, AFC91].

Generalization [Gl00]. Generalized [TL96].

Generating [Al03, Far84, Mau90, CGR94b].

Generation [Alo99, And07, Bal87, CDPP96, Den91, DDPW09, Got01a, GAS+01, Hor87, LJ88, Mar88, MJ88, Ste95a, Voa00a, VT88].


Gentler [An92g]. GenVoca [BST+94].

German [RDR07]. Germany [BHKK01].

Get [AW03, Ber93, BL92, Gil96a, Gla95d, Ano97e]. Gets [AS03, SA05].

Getting [Ano93i, Ano93k, Ano98h, E+94, Got03, MVS+99, Pat08c, Rei03a].

Ghosh [GAS+01]. Giant [Got08a]. Gilb [Bur94].

GISs [CB98]. Give [Mac99b].

Giving [DP94a, Har96d, WB07d].

Glanville [Hor87]. Glimpse [Cha96a].

Global [An00i, Ano00b, BCKS01, BM01, Bel99, CA01, Cha96d, CW84, Cur00, DM06, Den07, DAB06, ED01, EAS94, HKN01, HM01a, Mat00b, Nie96d, RKK05].

Globalization [Cos03, Jon94, MW01].

Glossary [Ano04o, Tha03a, Tha03b].

GNU [Ana99]. GNU/Linux [Ana99].

Go [AS03, Bil94, Cha96d, HVF+00, IH90, Sch04].
Goal [LX99, Rob09b, Ven05]. Goal-Driven [LX99]. Goals [CC95a, HKPS96, MK03, NE07]. Goddard [Lie02]. Goes [EL04]. Going [HM02a, Nie96d]. Gold [GB00, Mc09a]. Golden [CC95a, HKPS96, MK03, NE07]. Gone [Ano09e, Cod99, DeM09]. Gonna [Gra97]. Good [Ada95, And98b, Ano97g, Ano97d, BTC+99, CJK+02, Erd07f, Gl097, Gl01a, Hat97b, JOL+00, Lon03, Lov94, Mac96, McC02c, McL05, PR08, Rei03, Rei00b, Rei02b, SLG+00, Sh07b, UA03, VCM+97, You95, Ber99, HMP+01, LH89]. Goodbye [Gla09b]. Goodies [Ano92o]. Goodness [Boo06c]. Googling [Got08a]. Gordon [DKKK90, DKMS91]. Goto [Che02]. Goto-less [Che02]. Government [SV03, Voa99c, Got02a]. Government-Regulated [Voa99c]. Governments [AS03]. GQM [Lav00, vVS0+98]. GQM-Based [vVS0+98]. Grab [Ano92a], Grade [Fer01b, Pa01a]. Graduated [ON92]. Graham [Hor87]. Graham-Glanville [Hor87]. Grain [KL88]. Grained [ART89, Mye94]. Grammar [Far94]. Grammars [Mau90]. Grand [Bar95b, Cha98b, PM98]. granularity [CH93]. Graph [RW90]. Graph-Parsing [RW90]. Graphical [HLS90, RGR85, vMC92]. Graspin [MMN+99]. Great [Ano93-37]. Greatest [Voa99f]. Greece [Gla06a]. Greenfield [Ras03]. Grid [NE07]. Ground [Ano01h, GHW02, SH02]. Grounded [BLP96]. Groundwork [Ahu99]. Group [Ma02, vGDS01, O092]. groups [Nie97a]. Groupware [BGB01]. Grow [Got01c]. Growing [BTC+99, Got09a, MKMH07]. Grows [Fra99]. Growth [AvGCS07, BLP96, Cop99]. Guard [McC02b]. Guards [BFC00]. Gussatimation [JMDB00]. Guest [AP00, BD97, BF00, BB99b, Bol02, Byt99, Car95, CBM98, CW00, Cuk05a, Cur00, DM06, DP94a, DP03, ES09, Ebe09, EMP05, EFS04, EH95, Gl03c, GW07, HF02, HM01a, Hor98b, Hum00, JM07, JW01, JMS06, KV07, KABM09, KB98, LFW00, LR00, LB06, MRE05, ME00, MNJP02, MCL97, MCF03, MII01a, ME02, MS06, NZ09, NZ07, NOK08, PL03, PC97, PT05, RVW07, Ri09, RL02, SE98, SM09b, SS04, SMTS09, Str99, Str01, TW07, Voa99b, VM00, Voa01c, Voa03, WE04, Wil03, Zuh09, dSSS+09]. GUI [Lou07, RP07]. Guidance [Ano98a, GH00]. Guide [Ano92i, Ano96d, Ano98b, BDA99, DB99, Far06, Mas98, Par96a, Rog00, Ros98b, Wil97c, Wil97b]. Guided [JMDDB00, PS90]. Guideline [MMM+99, Mey04]. Guideline-Driven [MMM+99]. Guidelines [Bar97a, Cha98a, FNY09, HH02a, Jor05, Pf97c, PCS95, RD96]. Guy [Che97, HT04b]. Habitation [JRS+09]. Habits [Mat00b]. Hackers [MC03b]. Half [Kru08a]. Half-Life [Kru08a]. Hallucinations [Lis98]. Hammer [SMTS09]. Hand [Spi05d]. Handbook [DW00, LRO02, Ano93m, Bei97b]. Handhelds [Got01b]. Handling [Knu87, KT04, Mai09c, NCC+02, Ros98a, WB06f, WB07e]. Hands [Ano97g, Ebe01]. Hands-On [Ebe01]. Handwritten [Dya95]. Happen [Gla02d, Mac96]. Hard [Gao09, LB00, RS84, Ri01b, Rob09a, Wh00, ZLJW95, GA095]. Hardly [Bas95]. Hardware [Bil94]. Hare [Gra04d]. Harissa [MS99]. Harlan [Bri96]. Harmony [Dav98d]. Harms [Pat08a]. Hash [CBK85]. hashing [KR88]. Haystack [Whi96]. Head [Ano99a]. Heads [Cha99b, DAS+07]. Heal [Dav96f]. Healing [Mcl98, Mon01]. Health [Gla06c, JB04]. Healthy [Hen99]. hear [MR95]. Heart [SK03]. Heaven [Med05]. Heel [Voa99e]. Held [Bac95c]. Helix [FO85]. Help [Ano96r, EG04a, Got01c, He95, MSG+07, MC03b]. Helped [DS97]. Helping [He95, vWAS06]. Here
[Gil96a, HVF⁺00]. Heresy [Gla04d]. Hero [Gla08c]. Heroes [Bac95a, Bak95].
Heterogeneous [SN89]. Heuristic [Mad97].
Heuristics [Sot01]. Hewlett [Pfi95b].
Hidden [For01a, Voa99b]. Hide [Erd09c, VMM91]. Hiding [McC96f].
Hierarchical [MMD⁺94]. High
[BCC⁺08, Dav86, FVHF95, Har05c, HKPS96, LC85, LM04, NO91, OCHW91, Ph00,
PRSV97, RP06, Ros00, SJM02, Voa99a, Wil96, FKKM89, Ano92i, Mat00b, Pour99].
High-Assurance [Voa99a]. High-Integrity [LM04, RP06]. High-Level
[Dav86, LC85, SJM02, FVHF95, HKPS96].
High-Payoff [PRSV97]. High-performance [Wil96].
High-Performance-Computing [BCC⁺08]. High-Tech
[Har05c, Ros00, Ano92i]. Higher
[Das94, DJM04, HKPS96].
Higher-Education [DJM04]. Hill [Har03b].
Hints [Lam84]. Hire [Cos94]. Historian
[Bas87b]. Historic [Gla99a]. Historical
[Bie00, Cus89]. Histories [PWS⁺95].
History
[Ano08e, Ebe08b, JL03, SS08, Tar09]. Hit
[Mye95a, Spr95]. Hobson [Bri97]. Hold
[Got02c]. Holy [ZJ00]. Home
[JR5⁺09, Nie95a, Nie95b, Spr95].
Home-Page [Nie95a, Nie95b].
Homeopathic [Jae98a]. Hood [Cha98b].
Horse [Gla02e, MA07]. Hostile [Ale03].
Hot [GB00, Rei04b, Rei96c]. Hour
[Gla94a, Ols93]. House
[Ano93l, BFC00, O'D98, VE05]. HSDPA
[MMSM09]. Huge [Mat01]. Hughes
[HSW91]. Human
[AJM06, Ano92q, DSBM99, DL98, Fis89, Lin85, MW91, PWS⁺95, dSSS⁺09].
Human-Computer
[Ano92q, DSBM99, Lin85, PWS⁺95, Fis89].
Humane [Ano92b]. Humphrey [Mye95d].
Hunt [Tur03]. Hurdles [NCC⁺02]. Hurt
[EA03]. Husband [Gla00b]. Hybrid
[MS99]. Hype
[Gla99c, HPG⁺00, MVS⁺99, RC95]. hypercube [RWS88]. Hypermedia [LF05].
Hypertext [Big88, CR92, GS90a]. Hypertext-Based [CR92]. Hyperview
[MR90].
i* [GYvdR06]. i-Mate [LG03]. IC [KM86].
ICASE [Ano93c]. Icon [Har03e, Kar88].
ICON-based [Kar88]. Iconic [IH90, RH89].
ICSE [Mat96, Mye95a]. ICSM [Ano97b]. iDAVE [BHJM04]. IDE
[Ano99e, Dem09, Mat00b]. Ideal [CC96].
Ideas [Ano97g, Kru08a, SJM02]. Ideate
[BGL⁺09]. IdeaWork [Ano84b].
Identifying [Bil96, EG04a, HG00]. Idioms
[Cop97]. IEC [JKC04]. IEEE
[Ano84a, Ano96h, Ano97c, Ano98e, Ano01i, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano05a, Ano99a, Erd07b,
FS98, Har03a, Hor97, O'L09, Pos85, Sch07].
IEEE/IAIA [FS98]. If [Mel95, Duk97b]. Ifs
[Voa90]. Ifsilities [Voa01a, Voa04b]. Ills
[Ano09b]. Image [PCS95, ZSF91].
Image-browser [PCS95].
Image-Processing [ZSF91]. Imagnate
[HT04a]. Imagine [MGR04]. Imaging
[FHMU85]. Immersive [CNL99]. Impact
[AHM86, BMJH96, Erd05, Kal94, SV02].
Impacts [Cri06, PSHH04]. Impatient
[Ano93-33]. Impediment [Pre96a].
Impending [Hil02b, Nie96a]. Imperative
[Bud91, MM05]. Implantable [MTKE94].
Implement [Rob99]. Implementation
[ANB99, BB95, BM04a, HL99, HKPS96, Kic96, Pud04, WC09].
Implementing
[AGK⁺87, BT05, CS97, DFLS05, DAE08,
Ebe01, Fen90, HF97, KMY91, Kil01, Nar85, Par96b, SvHB02, SK95, SO97].
Implications
[Dak96c, DSB09, Gra99b, GRS02, PSHH04].
Implied [Dak96b]. Imply [WB07b].
Importance
[BH02, BMM05, DH93, Iel96, Lar01a, LM03]. Important
[Gla99a, Mey04]. Improbable
Improve [Ale95, Ano93-3, Che95, EM96, Fen96, Hay93, JP03, JS08, Mai06a, Mye95b, Sch96b, SJM02, Tar99, Voa00b, WLC01, KC97].

Improved [Hay93, OC90a, THV09].

Improvement [Aae03, AH96, Ano92a, Ano92e, Ano93-38, BZM+95, Cla00, CF02, DLSZ05, DS97, Dio93, DAEE08, FO99, Got08a, HG00, HSW91, Hum95, Jak98, JB96, KM02, MNA05, McCo2e, PSV94, PR94, Rob95, SM08a, TM94, TS01, Wei98a, Wie99, Yam99, vS04, vS09, Hal96a, Vis94, Coo95].

Improvements [KP99, Nie96e].

Improving [Ale01, Bie00, BBGK07, Che01, CF02, Dec01, EL02, Fin96, HDS05, HHM94, JKP+05, Kan09, KCC+01, Lev91, MKHV06, Mir01, Mot06, NSV+98, PKD05, SM91, TP98, WSL+99, WHG+09, Ols95].

Improvisation [Dyb00].

Improvisers [MM08a].

Impurity [Gla08d].

In-House [Ano93l, VE05].

Incompatibility [MP07].

Incorporating [JHMW07, Kod04].

increase [Voa97a].

Incremental [DCH04, Got00, RAj00, RG04].

Increments [NT02].

Incubator [Moo01b].

Incubators [DGC+07].

Independence [SK95, Var88, Cod88].

Independent [CCD09, SM97].

Index [Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano89a, Ano990, Ano00a, Ano01a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04b, Ano05a, Ano06a, Ano89a, Ano99c].

India [Ano98g, Bag99, GAS+01, KRF01, MHC03, Moi01].

Indicators [Sel09a].

indigenous [KCC+01].

Industrial [Ano98g, Bro96, Cox90, DNS+06, Edn93, HF95, Jac93, Osh98, SH93, vSO+98, vILM09].

Industrial-strength [Bro96].

Industrializing [AO89].

Industries [BM04b].

Industry [Ano92s, Ano93l, Ano93w, Ano95c, Ano96o, Ano98g, Ano01a, Ano02a, Bag99, BCKM97, BC08, CP02, CT90, Cha97d, Cur95, DFL00, Dua02, Ebe08a, Ebe09, GCB+06, GFB96, Gro04, HG00, Ju98, Ju01, JMS02, JMS06, Ksh95, Mat96, Moi01, Mor00, Rei96a, Rei96b, RJ02, Str99, Str02, Ter01, Voa99c, KCC+01, WC89, Ano01i].

Industry-Academia [Ano93l, BCKM97].

ineffective [HMP+01].

Infeasible [Erd08c].

Infamous [Bla96].

Inferred [PM99a].

Influence [DJM04, MD97].

Influences [McC00d].

Informal [HKPS96, WEF01].

Information [AW91, ABB+00, Ano93p, Ano99e, BP94, BMM04, BLWG99, Blu87, Bor85, CR88, CC95a, CSR+99, Dav95e, FK04, GPW97, Hal96b, Har03f, Has05, JG08, KM02, McC96f, OBS08, SCSC04, Shn94, Voa99e, Pf97a].

Information-System [AW91].

Innovative [JBHD08, KIB+08].

Insecure [Kus95].

Insecurity [Lai08, Mic99].

Insider [Ano92k, Boa97, Coc97, Eic03, Ju98, KC96, Mat95b, Var95, Wat97, Ano92l, Chr94, Gri95].

Insight [DSBM99, Mat00b].

Insights [KNR+01].

Inspect [Xu03].

Inspecting [SS08].

Inspection [ARTZ03, BP94, Bif00, DRW03, GV94, Hat95, HKPS96, HPG+00, MDWTR93, PL03, RBBP03, Ter96, We93, ON97, Rus91].

Inspections [DS07, Hat08, PV97, S08S, TR03, vGvDSV01, ABL89].

Installshield [San98e].

Institute [BHS85, Mye95d].

Instructor [BTC+08].

Instrumentation [SR85].

Instruments [JML00].

Integrate [NC92, War89].

Integrated [BSDK98, CN92, CFTZ98, Dow87, GGJ+89, HBP92, MMM+09, Moo99, PF92, PWS+95, Rov86, SB95a, Som05, KSS9, RSE+90].
Integrating [AFGD01, CW00, EMP05, Hea87, Jar92, Kani97, Kem90, SN89, SBK86, WEL02, Mey91].
Integration [Ano93i, Bol09, Coo90a, DSLB03, HS91, MS92, Mur95, OHM+07, TN92, WSG+05, YJ07, Yin94, Sel90, Son97].
Integrity [CE09, Gla06c, LM04, RP06].
Intellectual [Bri96].
Intelligence [STSK92].
Intelligent [Ano93a, Ano93p, KFP88, LLH+03, RRD07, TR88].
Intensional [DW90].
Intensive [CS97, Gre01, Koh05, Weg84].
Intent [Ale03].
Interaction [Ano92q, DSBM99, LANC07].
Interaction-Based [LANC07].
Interactions [MPT86, RP09].
Interactive [CBK85, FKM91, SA07].
Interconnections [DW00].
Interests [Cha97c].
Interface [BHBM96, Bil94, CN97, CN95b, DSBM99, Dum95, Eti96a, Fon96, Fow01c, Got09b, GH95, Hix90, Hol04, Jef96, Jef97, Kin97, LH01, Loc94, Ner01, Nie95a, Nie96c, Nie96d, Nie96b, Nie97d, Nie97c, Nie97a, OO92, PWS+95, PP03, PRSV97, Pue97, Ror00, RW92, Shn91, SR91b, VB97, Har9b, LHB+90, Mye89a, Nie96e, Per90, TK98, Nie95b].
Interfaces [Ano93j, Ano93q, kCCP+95, CN95b, ES92, ELST95, Fow02a, GSS+06, Jef97, Lin85, MGG+95, PWS+95, SL97, FKKM90, Shn97, Tho89].
Interfacing [FF08].
interior [ALMS92].
interior-point [ALMS92].
Interleave [LSM84].
Intermedia [Rei94a].
Intermediate [Ros98b].
Internal [Wes08].
International [Cha98c, Moh01, Got02a].
Internationalizing [RP95].
Internet [Pou99, Amb02, Ano93r, Ano95c, Ano98i, Ano98t, BRL+03, BS03, Cha97d, Cha98a, Col02, DW00, HF02, IAJR97, LSB02, Mic99, MDM03, PM98, PAD+98, Rei02a, RG02, SM99, Sin95b].
Internet-Based [Amb02, BS03, PAD+98].
Internet-Speed [BRL+03].
Internet2 [Cha97b].
Internetwork [Kus95].
Internetworking [Ano93f, DW00].
Interop [Cha97d].
Interoperability [MHC03].
interpretation [Cus89].
Interprocess [ACF87].
Interrupts [vBv98].
Interview [Ano99, Ano97f, Ano88q, Bar97c, Bar94, Br95a, Cha97c, Cha97d, Dav98e, HEH06, Kay98, Ker99, Ko99, Mey96a, Mey96c, Mey96b, Mil01b, Mye95c, Mye95d, Mye01, Ray99, San95a, Ano92m].
Interviews [Mil01b].
Intranet [Rei02a].
Introducing [Ano01i, BMGT01, Bus90a, DSBM99, DN97, Jan04, JWCO1, NS99, PHRS07, Ras03].
Introduction [AP00, BB99, BL90, BD97, BF00, BB99b, Bol02, Byt99, Can95, Car95, CBM98, CW00, Cuk05a, Cur00, DM06, DP94a, DC04, DP03, ES90, Ebe09, EMP05, EFS04, EH95, Gla03c, GW07, HF02, HM01a, Hor98b, Hum00, JM07, JWCO1, JMS06, KV07, KABM99, KB98, Kru05b, LFW00, LBS02, LR00, LB06, MRE05, ME00, MNJP02, MCL97, MCF03, Me05, MRA98, Mil01a, ME02, MS06, Mye89a, NZZ09, NZ07, NOK08, PL03, PC97, PT05, RVW07, Ri09, RL02, SE98, SM99b, SC00, SS04, SMT509, Str99, Str01, TW07, Vao99b, VM00, Voa01c, Voa03, WE04, Wil03, Win90b, Zdu09, dS93+09, Wil97c].
Introductory [CT02].
Intrusion [KH97, MCA00, PCOM97].
Intrusions [BS03].
Intuition [Gla08a].
Intuitive [CKMV95, Str96].
Intuitively [Gla98b].
Invariants [Pai86].
Invent [Rob02].
Inventing [Kay98].
Inventive [RS08].
Inventorying [BMM04].
Investigating [AH90].
Investment [Ano03j, EFS04, HB06, Rec06a].
Investments [GA06].
Investible [Whi01].
Involved [Gla01c].
Involvement [Cla98b].
IOGen [LJ88].
IP [Ano93f].
IPSE [BM92].
Ireland [Coc01, KCC+01].
Iron [Bus99].
Irrelevance [Bos07c].
Irrelevant [JG08, Spi05b].
ISBSG [LWHS01].
isn’t [EJW95].
ISO [BFC00, Col94, JKC04, MHC03, Pau95, PWS+95].
ISO/IEC
Dak95d, Dak96b, Dak96a, Dak96e, Dak96c, HG99, Spr95, SMK+00, Tom87, Tru94, Zan92, Zan94, Sam88, JOL+00, McC99b, SLG+00].

**Laws** [Fei07], **Layer** [LSG+05], **Laying** [Ahu99], **Lazy** [BCM05], **Lead** [Gla94a, VE05, VV00]. **Leader** [Gla95a].

**Leadership** [Ath98, BTC+99, HVF+00, Nis00]. **Leading** [Mey96c, Sel09a]. **Lean** [DeM95a]. **leaner** [McC97a]. **Learn** [Har05b, KC96, P02, Rob09a, Sim04]. **Learned** [BGB01, BCH+02, CFQ07, Dam07, Dan04, Di 05, DC04, End93, GB95, GF99, Grl95, Ker99, Mat00b, NK04, Pf93, Pit93, Ras03, RBBC03, Rom90, RW98, Fis89].

**Learning** [BGS01, BM92, Bus09b, Car89, Car98, Erd05, Gla04b, HD00, Har04e, Hsi93, KA93, Kem92, LANC07, Mat00b, Nie97c, Nol99, Pre01, QBN+06, Rob05a, SvHB02, VBM+02, VK07, GS03, NR89]. **Leave** [BDS02].

**Legal** [Car89, Car98, Dak96e, Gra99b, Gra00d, Sam90]. **Legislation** [Bar95e, Gra00c].

**Legitimacy** [Fra95].

**Legs** [HT04c]. **Lemmingineering** [Ado99]. **Less** [Ano93-39, Tru91].

**Liberalisation** [Ano98g].

**Libraries** [Bac95b, Has05]. **Library** [BHHM86, BAB+87, Di 05, Win88]. **Libre** [GBdlHQCG+00]. **License** [Ano99u, Dak95c, Dor99a, JOL+00, Mel95, Moo03].

**Licensing** [CTW98, Kru08b, Sch99]. **Life** [Ano98i, Ano98t, BLP96, Bas87a, Bud99, Ebe06, GS90a, Kru08a, Lau98, Lot97, San03, Sim95b].

**Life-Cycle** [GS90a].

**Light** [Ano99p, Hiri07, Mat95b, Rein96a, SHZ+98].

**Lightweight** [EL02, HA00, JDT01]. **Like** [Boo09a, Dav96b, Hay03, MGR04, Shu07b, Gl02b, SGW02].

**Likely** [Bar95b].

**Limitations** [MW91]. **Limiting** [Str96].

**Limits** [Lar01b]. **Line** [BHH+03, CJNI05, Dom01, Ebe01, Gla01a, Jaa02, KLD02, KMSW00, Nor02, SV02, TH02a, WHG+09, Ano86e, MSG96].

**linear** [ALMS92].

**Lines** [BCM+04, MNJP02, VK07].

**Linguistic** [JML00, NGBR05].

**Linguistic-Engineering** [NGBR05]. **Link** [Gra02, To97]. **Linked** [SI91]. **Linked-List** [SI91]. **Linking** [Cha97f, LH01].
[Ano97e]. Linux
Lips [Wie98a]. Lisp
[AGK+87, GG89, ZHL+89]. LIST [SI91].
Listen [Pes06]. Literate [Ram94].
Literature [Cop97]. Little
[Erdo8f, HKPS96, KS04, Rei92c, Rei96a].
Live [Jak00, RC95, Zve98a]. Lives [Mun98].
Living [Ale99, Bal87].
Lock [CH93]. Lock-granularity [CH93].
Lockheed [DHRM02]. Logging [Spi06c].
Logic [Dav85, DW90, HKPS96, HR95, KE88, Zad94, Tic89].
logic-programming [Tic89].
Logical [Var88, Cod88]. Loglisp
[Nar85].
Long [Got02d, Mun98, Rok03].
Long-Term [Got02d, Rok03]. Longer
[Eti96b, Zve98a]. Longitudinal [FO99].
Look [Ano98h, BM91, BM09, Gla08b, HKPS96, HC91, JMV90, Lie02, ND90, NSV+98, Pif95a, Rin97, Sch95b, Oma89].
Looking [Acl88, Ano93x, Gla02b, WB06d].
Looks [Cha98a]. Loops [Wol88]. Loral
[SB96]. Losing [Gra99a]. Lost
[GM90, Lon03]. Lot [Hum01]. Lots [Rei96a].
Low [PRSV97]. Low-Effect [PRSV97].
Lowball [CC95c]. Loyal
[Bud99, Cur01, Ded09, Gla98b, Glah94, Gla98c, Gla99c, Gla99e, Gla00a, Gla00b, Gla00d, Gla00e, Gla01b, Gla02d, Gla08b, Gla09c, Gla99d, Jac98b, Jac99, Rik91a, Rob01b, Spi98, ZJ00].
Lua
[Hir07]. Lucky [BTC+99]. Lure [Pal96].
Lying [GRM08]. Lyn [Beil97b].
M [Cod88]. Mach [BRS+85]. Mach-1
[BRS+85]. Machiavelli [Pre95]. Machine
[Dav00, Fra98]. Machines
[Ano93a, Ano98q, TH02b]. Macintosh
[MP88]. MacWorld [Rei96a, Ano98o]. Mad
[Bur95b]. Made [Cos94, Med05]. Madness
[Ano98q]. Mail [SN89]. Mailbox [Gla94a].
Maintain [CRR09]. Maintainable [ES92].
Maintaining [SLG+00, Voa98a, WM93].
Maintenance
[Ano97h, Ano05m, ABFP86, Bas90, CAW97, Gla98d, Gla02a, KFP88, OC90a, ORN+90, OC90b, PH01, Ram00, RBBC03, Sch98a, Sha96, Tar09, ZAV02, HMM94].
Maintenance-Oriented [ZAV02]. Major
[DP03]. Make [BPS+03, CKMV95, Fow03c, Hor96, Jon97, KKC93]. Makes
[Ano93-36, Chu93, PV97, Rik01b, Rob09a, Spi05b].
Making
[Ano92i, AD03, BBE+88, BB91, BFC00, CDD08, Dan07, DeM90, Fai02, FCH+09, Fer01b, Gla08a, Gla08d, Hsi96, Hum95, Kan99, KB02, Lon03, Mey96a, NOK08, OBSN08, Pal01a, Pf95b, Rot00, Str96, Voa01c, Xut03].
Malaysia [Sch99].
Malicious [Ano99e, MM00, VM00].
Mammoth
[Bol00]. Man [Bro95, Mye95a].
Man-month
[Mye95a]. Manage
[GS90a, Tho94]. Management
[Ada95, AND98a, Ano92c, Ano93p, Bas87b, Ber93, BD97, BT05, BD94, BH95b, Bro96, BS93, CT93, Car97, CSSP95, CC99, Cha96b, CSHT07, CJN95, Con96, CS97, Coo95, CG08, CSR+08, CP06, DL03, DSB09, Don96, Fai94, Fai05, Feo97, Gar05, GPW97, HVF+00, HS97, Hix09, JK89, KN05, KN01, LM03, Lie02, Lin87, Lis97, LLH+03, Lon02, MHC94, MR09, MCK02, MA00, MDD09, MSK00, NGBR05, ND05, PWS+95, Phi96, PT05, RJK02, Ram02, RKP08, Rei00a, Rei00b, Rei01, RSE+90, Ro90, Roy05, RL02, SM08a, SCA04, SSO6, SJM02, SM01, Tom03, VEO5, WHO02, Wie84, WWD97, YNM+91, Boe91, Fen90, For88, Har89b, LC87, Ros90, SO97, Lev98, Mat00b].
Management-aided
[BD94]. Management-Speak
[McK02]. Manager
[And94, And98a, Aus99, Bak01, Ber96a, Boe00, Cla02, Cos01, Cox97, DeM95a, Fer01a, Gli96a, HS97, Hoh99, Hum95, LJ97, Lis98, LRO02, Lot97, McC00e, ND90, Pet99].
Managers [BTC+99, Moy97, Pre98]. Managing [BP94, BG98, CAW97, Cha97c, Con96, DM96, Dec01, DAB06, Fav02, For97, Gil96b, HdlGG03, Kis96, Leh98, Lit05, MSG96, MNA05, MRA98, MSK00, Mug08, Nes98, NJJ+96, Nor03, Pit93, RKK05, SM08a, Sch98b, Wil97c, Win90a]. Management [Mey96a]. Maniacs [Cha97c]. Manufacturing [BHR+98, Bin97, Lev91, LRO02, Sch96a]. Many [Erd08f, GA04, Mye98, STM88]. Mapping [CS05, HDS05, Mil02]. Marietta [HHM94]. Mark [Dav97b, JD97, TR05, WEF01]. Market [Dak95b, GB00, GAS+01, Got09a, Gue95, Mat01, Rei00c, US04]. Marketecture [Hoh03]. Marketing [PM00]. Marketplace [MS04]. Markets [Sch99, Wes08]. Markup [SFVFM08]. Marriage [Chi02, Har03d]. Mars [Mac00, Sto99]. Martin [DHMR02, HHM94]. Mary [Mil01b, Pf97b]. Mashups [GG08]. Masses [Lew84]. Massive [GF99]. Master [PTH+09, SC00]. Mastering [Bro09, R00, Rog00]. Match [Med05]. Matching [And03, Mate [LG03]. Material [HT03a]. Mathematics [BH02, Gla00a, LCE+01]. Mathematical [FVHF95, Kan93]. Mathematical-Modeling [Kan93]. Mathematics [BH02, Gla00a, LCE+01]. Matters [Gau95]. Mature [DP03, Lai93]. Maturing [Cur95, LSOB02]. Maturity [Ano93u, Cur00, EMV+97, EL04, EM96, Hum88, MD02, PCCW93, Pit00, RKK05]. Maxims [DSB99]. May [Bar97b, Cur97, Rei95d]. maybe [Jac96]. McConnell [Har03c, Dav96a, SMK+00]. MDA [Tho04]. Me [Bat98, CJK+02, Dés08, Gla05d, Mac99b]. Mead [Big96]. Mean [App02, CL00, DeM95a, Har05a, Sei03, Spe99]. Meaning [Gla02c, Got01d]. Meanings [GA04]. Means [DeM95a]. Measure [EA03, Erd08c, RHK+03]. Measured [Hum96]. Measurement [Ano93-36, BB99a, BFC00, Bur95b, Cla02, DG09b, ELM90, Erd08d, FKN02, JD97, Kau99, LAv00, LK03, MRA98, PR94, Rif09, Rom90, SFT+92, SM92, vVSO+98, OJ97, PJCK97, Put91, Se90]. Measurement-based [PR94]. Measurements [Tia04]. Measures [Ano92i, Ano99f, BL92]. Measuring [Ano97g, Ano98g, Boo08b, EL04, JKCO4, KKJ91, MK92, Pf96, Rif01b, SM01, US09, vS04]. Mechanism [CM96, ZSF91]. Media [Ano93e, Ano93p, Ano93v, DESG00, ZMT05, Ano92i, Ano93f]. Medical [FHMU85, HdlGG03, Hol04, MTKE94, Sim04, TH02d]. Medium [KG07, KMSW00, KT04]. Medium-Sized [KMSW00]. Meet [Gla05b, MK03, Rei95a]. Meeting [Sch04, Sha96]. Meets [Erd09a, Tom03]. Megaproject [Ven05]. Megaprojects [Gil96b, Kis96]. Melding [KG87]. Mellor [FHRK93]. Members [Ano01]. Memorial [Che02]. Memory [Boo08f, OC88, San98f, Bec90, For88]. Men [Hon95]. Menace [Ano99]. Mentoring [Ram01]. Merger [Ano93-35, Mic00]. Message [Ano93r, Cox84, Ols85, Rei90]. Message-Based [Ols85]. Message/Object [Cox84]. Metaclasse [DP94b]. Metadata [BBMH05, Fow02b]. Metadesign [FNY09]. Metamodeling [AK03b, FGSK03]. Metamodels [NJJ+96]. Metamorphosis [WUG03]. Metaphor [Cop99, FV97, Gla94a, OO92]. Metaphors [EEM01, Lov94]. Metaprogramming [Spi08a]. Metatools [EM93]. Metaview [STM88]. Method [Ano93b, Bau98, BDKP99, CTC07, Dav98a, DCH04, FHRK93, FTR+94, Hor87, KPP95, LL87, MHC03, NC00, Nus96, SO92, WS00,
Methodology [Coc00, McC99c, Ros85, THV09]. Methods [Ano97g, Ano98q, BBRTL90, BNST99, BH95a, Bud99, Cha98a, Col02, DG09b, DSB99, Ger90, GCR94c, Hal90, Hal96b, HA00, Jac94, JKM +09, KR05, Kem90, KKH95, LG97, MJ97, MD86, NT06, Rei02b, REM03, Rog00, RAT +06, SC03, Voa00b, Win90b, RC89, Son97]. Metric [PS90]. Metric-Based [PS90]. Metrics [Ano93k, CSHA07, Coo95, DK05, GJPD99, Kil01, KJC07, MD90, MLL03, OYE06, P93, P08, PSC02, WGM85, ZZ93, Fen90, Fur97, HF97, Har89a, HAK +96, Nie96e, Ros90]. Metrics-Based [CSHA07]. Metro [GCR94b]. Meyer [Mey96b]. Michael [Bei97b, Mye95c]. MICO [Pud04]. Microarchitectural [GP05]. Microcode [MD86, Veg86, WC86]. Microprocessor [SB90]. Microprocessors [EM91]. Microprogramming [Dav86]. MicroScope [AO88]. Microsoft [Fer01b, Ano92n, Ano93l, Ano98z, Cha98a, Lou07, Mye95a, Mye95c, Nus96, San95a]. Middleware [Bro99, LG03, San98f, Tho97, VVJ06]. Migrates [CFW +98]. Migrating [DSBM99, Hor97, Hor98b, Rys95]. Migration [MDM +94, WC86]. Military [Got01b]. Millennium [Feo97, Rec00, Sch00]. Mills [Bri96]. MIMD [LV892]. Mind [Bo102]. Mind-Mold [Bo102]. Mini [WS00]. Mini-Assessment [WS00]. Minimizing [TK98]. Mining [DJ05, GHH +09, NZZ09, Tar99, WSD +09, ZS06]. Minute [vBv98]. Minutes [Wil03]. Mirror [Kla97]. Mirroring [JS95]. MIS [SMK +00]. Miscalculate [BHR +98]. Miscellaneous [Ano01j]. Misconceptions [SBM02]. Misleading [JG08, KJC07]. Mismangement [Har06b]. Mismatch [GAO09, GAO95]. Miss [JD97]. Missing [Gra02, McC96f, Toc97]. Missing-Link [Gra02]. Mission [DNR04, NK04, Duk89]. Mission-Critical [DNR04, NK04, Duk89]. Mistakes [Ano92c, BM92, Car98, Gla08f, McC96b]. Misuse [Ale03, Nie97a]. Mixing [AW91]. Mobile [Jaa02, LANC07, MSG +07, SG06]. Möbius [MM08b]. Mock [TH02c]. Mode [Bur94]. Model [ABB +93, Aoy93, AK03b, BDA04, BST +94, BO89, Bin97, BHJM04, BCC +06, CS05, Car06b, CM07, CG08, DLSB03, DT03, FCH +08, FGSK03, GGLW06, GGJZ00, HL99, KM99, Kim04, Koc00, KYM +04, KR03, Lin94, Lit04, Lot97, MMSM09, MMM +09, MCF03, NSV +08, PCCW93, Pue97, RKJ +97, RS04, Sel03, SK03, Sim06, UA03, Uhl08, Var88, WUG03, YNM +91, Zha04, ZS06, Be97a, Cod88, Kru95, LCS97, LD95, RHK +03]. Model-Based [NSV +08, Pue97, ABB +93]. Model-Driven [AK03b, CM07, DLSB03, KYM +04, KR03, MMSM09, MCF03, RS04, Sel03, SK03, Uhl08, Zha04, ZS06]. Model-Integrated [MMM +09]. Model-View-Controller [CG08]. Modelers [Tho04]. Modeling [AW91, AR04, Bol09, CCL +89, CBM05, CFJ +91, Dan02, DFL00, Dut93, FKN02, FVHF95, FLKMR91, Gla04c, GYvdR06, Gra04, HKK93, Hor98a, Hou01, IKB08, Kan93, KP09, KSTM98, LK03, Law98, LSS94, PP03, RKP08, RF09, San97a, San03, SMTS09, TH02a, TC86, VNS94, YJC09, Zha04, ZF99, vMC92]. Models [AvGCS07, Ano98g, BHR +98, BPS94, CRR09, DLSB03, FHS +06, FC03, HPSD00, JBR09, KG07, KL05, LN92, Rog00, SK92, Sei03, Spi03, Tia04, WEL02, Wes08, Wie98a, HAK +96]. ModelTalk [HTLPS09]. Modern [BC86, Sha84]. Modest [Hil97, Mil01c]. Modification [SF93]. Modula [BHHM86, Gut86, MPT86, Mas98, Mul86, Rov86]. Modula-2 [BHHM86, Gut86, MPT86, Rov86]. Modula-2/MUPE-2 [MPT86]. Modula-3
Cha96c, Cha96d, Cha97a, Cha97b, Cha97c, Cha97d, Cha97e, Cha97f, Cha98a, Cha98b, Cha99a, Cha99b, Cha99c, Chw01, Col05, Cos03, EG96, Gla99c, Got99a, Got00, Got01a, Got01b, Got01c, GAS+01, Got01d, Got02a, GD02, Got02c, GV04, GC05, GM05, Got06b, GLS99, Irv97, Kor96, Lan06, MM06, MG06, MC03a, MC03b, MHC03, MC04, MA04, McL05, MA05, Mey96b, Moh01, Mye95c, NCC02, PM98, Row96, San95a, San95b, Sch99, Sim95a, Sim95b, SV03, Sto03, VNS04, Wal96, Got02b, HH02a.


Object [ADT91, Ale95, Ale01, Ano93p, Ano99d, Boo94, DeM95b, Dug98, DRW03, DS99, EFM+91, FHRK93, FTR+94, Glao2e, Got02a, HOS7, HD00, Jac93, JML00, KKH95, Koc98, KE88, Lau98, Lea91, Mar96, MJ97, MRA98, Mey87, Mi02, Pali0a, PC96, Pit93, Pou99, RG04, Ram01, Sal97a, Sal97b, Str88, TC97, WMH93, Wol89, WKHK2, YKIY93, LH89, War89, Pou95, Pou99]. Object-communication [KKH95]. Object-Oriented [ADT91, Ale01, Ano93p, Ano99d, Boo94, DeM95b, Dug98, DRW03, DS99, EFM+91, FHRK93, FTR+94, Got02a, HOS7, HD00, JML00, KE88, Lau98, Lea91, MRA98, Mey87, Pal01a, Pit93, Pou99, RG04, Ram01, Sal97a, Sal97b, Str88, WMH93, Wol89, WKHK2, YKIY93, DM93, Mar96, LH89, Pou99, Pou95]. Object-Powered [Koc98]. Objectifying [Par96a]. Objective [Oma89, SO92]. Objectively [BKS98]. Objects [BLP96, DeM95b, Hor95, JDT01, KD02, MKMG97, Paw02, Sny93, TH02c]. Oblivious [Har04b]. Obscenity [Tru94]. observation [Fid96]. Observations [BBMH05]. Ocean [KIB+08]. ODBMSs [DP94b]. Odds [Ale95]. Off [AH90, CK02, DD95, Got02a, LCB+09, WSL+99]. Off-Shore [DD95]. Off-the-Shelf [LCB+09, Got02a]. Offbeat [Sch95b]. offer [Shn91]. Offers [Ano98n, Cha96c]. Office [SC96, Aha99, BFC00]. Offices [Ano93p]. offs [MKCC03]. Offsetting [MW91]. Offshore [BGM06, CP06]. Often [Ano92s]. Oi [Mai09a]. Old [BLP96, Boo08d, Fie99, Gla00b, Gla06b, Ker08, O'D98, Pos95, Rei96b, SS06a]. Old-Timers [Rei96b]. Older [SPZ08]. Omniscient [PT09]. On-Demand [Erd07d]. On-the-fly [SF93]. Onboard [FCB00]. Once [Ara95]. One [And02, Cha99a, Dav96d, DAS+07, FLN01, Hat97b, HTO4b, MMW86, Rei96a, SGW02]. Onerous [Ano93d]. Ones [Gla97]. Ongoing [LM04]. Online [San98b]. Onto [For92]. Ontology [GP05, OYE06]. Ontology-Based [OYE06]. OO [BFP95, BPS94, CFW+98, DK05, EEM01, EJW95, Hat98, HSS7, HT04b, JDT01, Kai99, KSTM98, KKC93, NDS88, NS99, Pou95, Wat97]. OOA [HKK93]. OOPSLA [BLP96]. OOT [BG98]. OPC [LLH+05]. Open
Abe07, Ano03b, AS03, BNST99, Cha98b, DV89, DGC+07, Ebe07, Ebe08a, Ebe09, Gla99c, Gla00d, GAS01, Got07, Hec99, Kic96, KHA+03, MH07, McC99b, OG07, Ray99, REM+09, RP09, San98a, San08, Sch92, SS06a, Spi06d, SV03, Tot06, VVM08, WW01, Wil99b, WLC01, vdLLM09, vWHvW09, HS00, DFLS05, FK04, GA04, Has95, KTO4, Lus04, MDO4, McLO5, NK04, Pud04, RE04, Sca04, SCSC04, SS04, TH04b, Open-Source [BNST99, Hec99, McC99c, Ray99, Wil99b].

Opening [Ano98p, GB00, HVF+00].

Openings [Dav97c]. Operating [Ano98u, Bal87, BRS+85, BHHM86, Emr85, Fer95, Gra99b, LRO02, Ols85, SH02, Wil97c, BDHJ96]. Operational [Ber96b, Mus93, Voa00c]. Operations [CC93, Gai94, KG07, TL98, Deu88]. Operations-Research [KG07]. Opportunistic [BGL+09, GG08, JBHD08, NOK08, ROE08, Rob05b]. Opportunities [BB08, Dak95b, San98b]. Opportunity [Ano98p, Orr04]. Opposition [Bud99, Cur01, Ded09, GLa98b, GLa98d, GLa98e, GLa98c, GLa99b, GLa99c, GLa00c, GLa00a, GLa00b, GLa00d, GLa00c, GLa01b, GLa02d, GLa08b, GLa09c, GLa09d, Jac98b, Jac99, Rif01a, Rob01b, Spi98, ZJ00].

Optimism [BHR+98]. Optimization [BFJT05, Fow02c, PWS+95, RKP08, SM06a, Veg86]. Optimizer [DBL04]. Optimizing [AGK+87, Gal94, Jun98]. options [Dak95a]. Oracle8 [Pou99]. Oranges [Per95].

Orchestrating [Lou08]. Order [HKPS96]. Ordinary [Ano93q]. Organization [ASC07, CDD08, CJNM05, CN95b, Cur98, DBSM99, GE04, MH07, NS99, SvHB02, Mat00b].

Organizational [Ano99g, Boo08a, Fa994, LWHS01, MiI01a, EM96]. Organizations [Ano01g, BT05, CZ01, CB00, DLSZ05, Dyb00, GH00, Har04c, HM01b, Kau99, PSV94, RvW07]. Organizing [HAJ07]. Orientation [Gla02e, War89].

 Orientations [Hor95]. Oriented [ADT91, Ale01, Ano93p, Ano99d, AK03a, ASC07, Bas90, Bla07, Boo94, BCC+06, DeM95b, DT03, Dug98, DRV03, DSB99, EFM+91, FHRK93, FTR+94, Fri99, Gli08, GkM04, Got02b, HO87, HD00, JML00, KLD02, KE88, LM07, Lau98, Lea91, MKHv06, MRA98, MvE97, Mub08, MS06, Pal01a, PGR96, Pit93, Poo99, RG04, Ram01, Ray06, Sal97a, Sal97b, Sta06a, SBK86, Str88, VVO0, WP86, WMH93, Wvl89, WKh92, YKiY93, ZAV02, DM93, Har89a, LH99, Mar96, RHK+03, Poo99, Pou95]. Orienting [Boy97]. Origin [Dak95e, Pat08d]. Origins [Ale99]. Orwell [Ano93-28]. Oscilloscope [DG90]. Other [Gla00e, HT04b, Nei95a, NE07, Rob05a, SC05, Spi07e, Str01, US09].

Ounce [McCo1a]. Our [Ano93-31, Ano03m, Ano06q, Ano07k, Bac97, Car98, Dav97d, Har03c, Jon96, McCo0g, McCo2g, Str09, WEF01, KC97]. Ourselves [Me95]. Outcome [WMH07]. Outcome-Based [WMH07]. outcomes [Sim96]. Outdated [Wil97c]. Outer [Ko96]. outperform [Sca89]. Output [Mat00b]. Outside-the-Box [Gla03a].

Outsourcing [BGM06, HKNS01, KRF01, MHCO3, Rei04b, Tiw04]. Outwitting [Ano05l]. Over-the-Transom [Ano920]. Overcoming [BGM06, MDD09]. Overhaul [Nie95a]. Overlaps [Tiw04]. Overlooked [TM04]. \texttt{Overoptimistic} [Jor09]. Override [Bar97a]. 

Overshadow [SM06b]. Overview [AHL+00, Bol99, Lv85, SDP91, Wil96, WC86, WF89]. OVID [RBIM97]. Own [Bac97, Gra97, Har06c]. Ownership [Nor03]. Owns [Gem85]. Oxymoron [Orr04].

Pacific [GAS+01]. Package [Ano93o, FC03]. Packard [Ano96m, Pf95b]. Packets [PM98]. Packing [HT03b]. Pad [RGR85]. Page [Nie95a, Nie95b, URK01]. Pain [GRS02]. Painless [LVS92]. Pair [DCF+02, DAS+07, GB03, WKCJ00].
[Sal97b, Tur03]. **Pixels** [GF99]. **Pizza**
[Bak95]. **Place** [Boo09c, DDS+97]. **Plan**
[CSSP05, Kor96]. **Plan-Based** [CSSP05].
**Planning** [Ano93x, AW03, BDKP99, BALV03, Cox90, DDPW09, JB00, McC01e, MS04, NT02, PMM93, Ral07d, RS05, Sne95].
**Plans** [LS86]. **Platform**
[Jac93, LRO02, PCOM97, YJ07]. **Play**
[JLLP03, San98c]. **Please**
[Voa00c]. **Pleased** [SGW02]. **Pleasure** [GRS02].
**plenty** [Mye89b]. **Plight** [Pre98].
**Plural** [BK05]. **Poetry** [Ano08c]. **Point**
[AvGCS07, Ano03k, Ano05n, BHS85, Big96, BJH+03, Bol99, BTC+99, CC99, CLB03, CMKC03, CMKC09, Dam07, Dan04, DK05, DSB99, Gar05, Gla98a, Gla99d, Gla03c, Gla05c, GGLW06, GLT03, Har03d, How85, Hsi93, KP99, KL05, KCD09, LCM06, LS07, MRZ+05, Mat00b, Moo03, NL03, PR08, Rei03a, Rob01b, Ros05, SKT+92, TH04c, TB02, WPJH98, Whi00, WWD97, WB09e, Sch95b]. **Practices**
[Ano98g, BC86, CR08, Dec01, DAB06, DLV99, Got08a, Har04a, JB00, Jon96, Jon03, JMS06, KP09, Koc00, LF05, MKCC03, McC96b, McC96d, McC96e, McC97a, McC97c, McC97d, McC97e, McC98, McC98a, McC98b, McC98d, RBBP03, Rei04b, Rog00, Ros06, Run06, Sca04, SJM02, Str99, Tur03, US09, VE05, WB06f, Boc91, McC97b, Kus95]. **Practitioner** [BH02, CN07, Dav96f, Gla00a]. **Practitioners** [Ano96r, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, DKJ05, LCE+01, PM00, San98d, San98e, San98f]. **Pragmatic**
[Ber03, Bus09a, JBHD08, Pat09, SC00]. **Pragmatics** [Sel03]. **Praise**
[BHR+98, Gla98a, Kla97]. **Predictable**
[Ano93f, MKHV06]. **Predicting** [Gla02a, HS90, VMM91, VCM+97].
**Prediction** [KWM92, KAKG96, KL05]. **Predictions**
[Day97, DSS05, Lan96, Voa99b]. **Preparing** [HT03a]. **Prescription** [Ada95]. **Prescriptions** [BBM05, TH02d]. **Present**
[BHS07, KOS06]. **Preservation** [Got02d].
**Preserve** [SE98]. **Preserving** [KYM+04]. **Pressure** [Gla04a]. **pretty** [Cam88].

[Sal97b, Tur03]. **Pixels** [GF99]. **Pizza**
[Bak95]. **Place** [Boo09c, DDS+97]. **Plan**
[CSSP05, Kor96]. **Plan-Based** [CSSP05].
**Planning** [Ano93x, AW03, BDKP99, BALV03, Cox90, DDPW09, JB00, McC01e, MS04, NT02, PMM93, Ral07d, RS05, Sne95].
**Plans** [LS86]. **Platform**
[Jac93, LRO02, PCOM97, YJ07]. **Play**
[JLLP03, San98c]. **Please**
[Voa00c]. **Pleased** [SGW02]. **Pleasure** [GRS02].
**plenty** [Mye89b]. **Plight** [Pre98]. **Plural** [BK05]. **Poetry** [Ano08c]. **Point**
[AvGCS07, Ano03k, Ano05n, BHS85, Big96, BJH+03, Bol99, BTC+99, CC99, CLB03, CMKC03, CMKC09, Dam07, Dan04, DK05, DSB99, Gar05, Gla98a, Gla99d, Gla03c, Gla05c, GGLW06, GLT03, Har03d, How85, Hsi93, KP99, KL05, KCD09, LCM06, LS07, MRZ+05, Mat00b, Moo03, NL03, PR08, Rei03a, Rob01b, Ros05, SKT+92, TH04c, TB02, WPJH98, Whi00, WWD97, WB09e, Sch95b]. **Practices**
[Ano98g, BC86, CR08, Dec01, DAB06, DLV99, Got08a, Har04a, JB00, Jon96, Jon03, JMS06, KP09, Koc00, LF05, MKCC03, McC96b, McC96d, McC96e, McC97a, McC97c, McC97d, McC97e, McC98, McC98a, McC98b, McC98d, RBBP03, Rei04b, Rog00, Ros06, Run06, Sca04, SJM02, Str99, Tur03, US09, VE05, WB06f, Boc91, McC97b, Kus95]. **Practitioner** [BH02, CN07, Dav96f, Gla00a]. **Practitioners** [Ano96r, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, DKJ05, LCE+01, PM00, San98d, San98e, San98f]. **Pragmatic**
[Ber03, Bus09a, JBHD08, Pat09, SC00]. **Pragmatics** [Sel03]. **Praise**
[BHR+98, Gla98a, Kla97]. **Predictable**
[Ano93f, MKHV06]. **Predicting** [Gla02a, HS90, VMM91, VCM+97].
**Prediction** [KWM92, KAKG96, KL05]. **Predictions**
[Day97, DSS05, Lan96, Voa99b]. **Preparing** [HT03a]. **Prescription** [Ada95]. **Prescriptions** [BBM05, TH02d]. **Present**
[BHS07, KOS06]. **Preservation** [Got02d].
**Preserve** [SE98]. **Preserving** [KYM+04]. **Pressure** [Gla04a]. **pretty** [Cam88].
Preventing [Pos85, Wil97c]. Prevention [McC01a]. Price [Dak95d]. Pricing [Dak96c]. Primavera [SA05]. Prime [McC99c, UA03]. Primer [CTW98, RE04, Wil97b]. Principle [KL04, LSM84, SH02]. Principle-Driven [SH02]. Principles [Ano93f, Ano98g, Boe91, Etl96a, FNO92, Kus95, McC99d, RG02, Sch95b, WB09e]. printer [Cam88]. Priorities [BCH08, Cha99b, Pet85]. Prioritization [ASC07]. Prioritized [TRW03]. Prioritizing [KR97]. Priority [Ano93-30]. Privacy [Ano92p, Ano93-28, Got01d, Kus96, PC97]. Private [Ano96d]. Prize [DKKK90, DKMS91]. Pro [WGK02]. Problem [AW03, Gla03a, Gla04b, LV01, McC98b, PM97, Ree06a, Rob05b, RD99, San03, Sim95c, Str99, Win88]. Problems [BLP96, FW03, FIo99, FHMU85, Jac94, JMS02, KL97a, LG97, Pes97, RS01, Vic07]. Proceedings [Cur95, Mye94, Sim95c]. Process [Aae03, Ano92a, Ano92e, Ano93-38, Ano98j, Ano08w, Ano08m, Aoy93, Bac95a, Bai98, BG94, BZM+95, Bau94, BO99, BMG01, Boe96, BALV03, Bo07a, BM04a, Car94, Cla00, Col94, CDF96, CF02, Coo95, Cur00, CSR+08, DLSZ05, Dec01, DS97, Dio93, DT03, DC04, Dut93, EMP05, EA03, EL04, Erd05, Erd08a, Erd09f, FH07, FO99, FCB00, FLN01, Gla00b, Got08a, Gre01, HMK+94, HK94, HS97, Hum88, HSW91, Hum95, Hum96, Hum00, JPr03, JBR99, Jak98, JB96, JD98, KM02, KHo00, Kem90, Kim04, Lav00, Lev91, Lev90, LR00, Lin94, Lit04, LG03, LLH+05, MNA05, Mat00a, MD02, Ms96, MS92, MSK00, Mye95b, Mye95d, New95, PSV94, PR94, PWS+95, Pre96a, RKK05, Ram02, Rfi01a, RJ00, RM00, SM09a, SC04, SC03, Sut00, TV99, TM94, TS01, TC86]. Process [Tom03, UHC02, Vis94, Wei98a, Wel00, Wie99, WS00, Yam99, dSA95, vS04, vS09, ABL89, Bei97a, BCM88, Hal96a, Pre96b, RHK+03, JBR99, Rog00, Ebe01, MRA98, SC00]. Process-Control [Lev90, dSA95]. Process-Improvement [Ano92e]. Process-Intensive [Gre01]. Processes [Ano905, ACM+07, B105, BOS00, Cur98, DAEE08, EEM01, Jak00, Kan99, Kee00, Lai93, MTE00, RP09, Wil97c, YBBP05, ZME00, vWAS06]. Processing [Ano96s, DY93, GGS99, Kod04, KL88, Lew84, Ols85, SR85, ZSF91]. Produce [EG96, Voa97b]. Product [BHAW09, BHJ+03, BCM+04, CSHA07, CJNM05, Ebe01, Ebe06, FH07, Fen96, Jaa02, JKC04, KLD02, KM99, KMSW00, MSC96, MNJP02, NT02, Nor02, RE04, SV02, Sch96b, Sim06, TH02a, WHG+09, vdlO2, Gra90, KCC+01]. Product-Line [Ebe01, MG96]. Production [Far84]. Productivity [AH96, BMJH96, Cha99a, Gla08c, Gro04, HG00, HS00, Lim94, MKCC03, MF00, Max01, PSHH04, PS84]. Products [Ano93c, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, AW06, Gem85, HdlGG03, Pat08a, Rei96b, RA96, San98d, San98e, San98f, Pou95]. Profession [Gee06, JL03, Koc00, Mus85]. Professional [BTC+99, Mc099e, MT99, NS05, Row96, Spi06d]. Professionalism [Mar07, Wat97]. Professionals [CP02, Cus03]. Profile [Ano92r, Voa00c]. Profiles [Mus93]. Profound [Cha96a]. Program [And03, Ano92e, Bar95d, BZM+95, Con96, DJSS97, DHMR02, Eng99, FTB06, GA06, G’dHN+08, HN90, HPLH90, Kii01, Lef86, LS86, MRA98, MK92, NS05, OCM+84, Pf93, RW90, SF93, Sev87, SSSW86, Spi08d, TL98, Fen90]. Programmer [Fri97, McC97d, MP88, SC00, Wil03]. Programmers [Ano93f, Gor95, Jef97,McC98b, WES87]. Programming [AK85, AO88, Ano93e, Ano96j, Ano96s, Ano98h, BOS9, Bec90, BGL+09, Bri96,
Bud91, CK91, Che02, CDM+05, Coo96, Cox84, CAGR91, DSBM99, Dav85, Dom98, DCF+02, DAS+07, EM91, EG04b, FVHF95, Fri99, GS83, Got02b, GGJ+89, H087, Har04d, Hon84, Hud88, HR95, IH90, JM07, JGM86, Jun07, Jur97, KT88, KL04, KG07, KE88, KSS84, Lou07, MMW86, Mar00, McL06, MW09, MIJ6, MSK00, MS06, Pai86, QH90, RG04, Ram94, RWS88, Rec91, Rei87, RGR85, SR85, Sha4, SpI06b, SBR86, Str88, Tho05, VV00, WMWM87, WJS97, WKJ00, W197c, W197a, W197b, W1C85, ASM89, ALM92, BSA89, B189, Tic89, Zav89, Ben99, Gla01a, Gre01, KP99, Pau01, PH01, Sch01, Str01, Wei99, An00f.

Programming-In-The-Large [WCW85].

Programming [Ale01, Bar95a, CT91, CC94, DJM04, EGP92, Eng99, HE91, HL85, Lea91, LCS91, LSM84, Moo01b, Par99, PHK91, PTH09, RD96, ROL90, SBM02, HF97, LH89, OJ97, Pal01a].

Progress [Dav86, P08, San95a, SRS+86, YM94b, Lar01b].

Project-Processes [Wil97c].

Project-Starting [Sch98b].

Projects [Ano93h, Ano99d, Bas87a, Bau94, BB99a, BDS02, BALV93, CSSP05, CC99, Cha96b, CJNM05, Coe00, CDF96, Coo95, Don06, Dow87, DGC+07, DB99, EK80, Gar05, Gl102d, GF99, Han06, H197b, J00, K1989, K1985, LR93, L97, Lew98, Lin93, Lis97, Lou02, McC97e, Mcc01e, Mel05, Mey96a, Moy97, Mug08, ND05, Phi96, PSC02, Pre98, PT05, RK08, Rob03, SM08a, Sch89b, SpI06e, SM01, THD98, V05, W197c, UHC02].

Project-Processes [Wil97c].

Q&A [Che97]. QA [Yac03]. Qlisp [GG89]. quadtree [BK89]. Qualitative [Don85, KKL97, TC86]. Quality [Abe07, Ale01, Ano93e, Ano93a, Ano97g, Ano00m, Bar98, BBD+04, B1994, BHR+98, Bin97, B1C08, BDKP99, Bole08, BI96, Car94, Car96, CM90, Co94, CMV95, Cou99a, Cou99b, Cri06, DJH+08, DS07, EG04a, EM96, EMB+99, Fav96, Fen96, FC03, Fr199, Fr200, Fr201].

Prolog-Based [Den91]. Promise [Cha96a, Cuk05a]. Promises [Cha97b, LG97]. Promising [Dak96d, PC97]. Propagation [Har04c]. Proper [CC95b]. Properties [KYM+04, Xu03]. Proposal [Cha97c, Cha98a, Hill7, Mill01c]. Proposed [Bar97b, GD02]. Proprietary [SCSC04].

Prose [Ano96d]. Prospect [Mil86].

Prospects [Nie95b]. Prototyping [AW91, DM87, GB95, Hol04, KSS84, LM84, LK88, Luq92a, SAG+97, LB88].

Prototyping [Luq92b]. Proud [Dav95c].

Prove [Mye98]. Providers [GB00, Sim95b].

Providing [Lav00]. Proving [Fra95].

Provoking [MG94]. pseudocode [Sc89].

PSP [BCH+02, MMM+01, Mor00, SC03].

Psychology [Rup02, Wei99]. Public [Ano96d, Cuk05a, Fow02a, Fin96].

Published [Fow02a]. Pull [Sto03]. Pulled [Wil99a]. Pulling [HJA08]. Purpose [Dan02, MHB08].

Pursuit [Cur00]. Favor96. SLG+00. Pushes [Bar97a].

Pushing [Mye95d]. Put [Hsi93, OG07].

Putting [DDS+97, Nie96b, RE03, Ste02, WWD97].

Puzzle [OC90b].
Gla98b, Gli08, Hal95, Hat95, Hay03, HDS05, HEH06, Hir05, Hou95, HB06, Jac95, JS08, JD98, JKC04, JM02, Kee00, KAKG96, KL96, KL98, Kra95, LA03, Lan96, LY98, Lev91, Lim94, LSS94, MKCC03, McCo2f, MVS+99, MH06, MRA98, Mil01c, MSK00, O02, OY95, OBSN06, PL03, Pf97a, Pf97c, Pf98, PV97, PS84, Put91, RS008, Rob95, Rob09b, RA96, Ros98a, Sch96b, SLG+00, SSZ06, Sim96, SM06b, Str06, Tar09, Ter96, Tia04, VOA07, Voa97b, Voa99b, Vo99d, Voa99e, Voa99f, Voa00b. Quality [Voa00a, Voa00c, Voa01a, Voa01b, Voa03, Zve98b, Har89a, Ros90, Sie92, Ada95]. Quality-Driven [DS07]. Quality-Evaluation [Tia04]. Quantify [Bur94, Mai06a, MD90]. Quantifying [Cla00, McC00b, MA89]. Quantitative [CSR+08, FCH+08, MVS+99, MW01, RKP08, Sch07, KK97]. Quantitatively [Mos92]. Quantity [Ano97g]. Queries [Shn94]. Query [CB98, DY93]. Question [DDS+97]. Questioning [Gla03d]. Questionnaires [AK99]. Questions [GS903, JOL+00, Kus96, Zve98b]. Quick [Ano98h, Rei00c, San98]. Quick-to-Market [Rei00c]. Quickly [Gra99a]. Quiet [Ano00m]. Quit [MJP+00]. Quo [BLP96]. Quotes [Cur95].

R [Bei97b, SSZ96, San95a]. R&D [Bel99]. Race [Ano93y]. RAD [Car95, MS95, RC95]. Radical [Cha97b, DCF+02]. Radio [ML903]. Rails [BK07, Vis08]. Raising [JOL+00, McC01f, Kla94]. Rampup [Got02d]. ranking [LCS97]. Rapid [Ano93z, GB95, Hol04, RIP+01, SAG+97, TYZP05, Vis08, For97]. Rapidly [LB88]. Rates [Ano93g, GT05]. Ratio [Erd08c]. Rational [BMGT01, Spi08a]. Rationale [Fuj99]. Rattle [MRE05]. Raw [HT03a]. Raytheon [Hal96a]. RDBMS [BPS94]. Re [WSL+99, AW06, DP03]. RE’03 [WE04]. Reactive [Sac08]. Read [Kru09b, McC98f, Wie98a]. Readers [FF08]. Readies [San95b]. Readiness [McC97c]. Reading [Dan03, Jac95]. Reads [Ano09d]. Ready [Got01a, LL03, Mcc99c, UA03, Bre89]. Real [And98b, Ano93f, Ano93-30, BS86, Coo95, DNM+98, DN97, EH95, FL86, Gom06, Gor95, Kan01, KB02, KK91, Lau98, LLH+05, LL03, Mar04, McC02f, Nie97c, Pal01b, Par96a, PH93, RP06, RS84, Sam00, Spi90, SH93, SMK+00, Voa00c, WSL+99, WGFC86, ZLJW95, CCY+09, Den88, FUK97, For88, LB88, SR91a]. Real-Life [Lau98]. Real-Time [Ano93f, Ano93-30, BS86, FL86, Gom06, KK91, LLH+05, Mar04, PH93, RP06, RS84, Spi90, SH93, WGFC86, Par96a, ZLJW95, CCY+09, Den88, FUK97, For88, LB88, SR91a]. Real-World [Coo95, Kan01, Pal01b]. Realism [Ano96t]. Realities [DD95, JB96, TV00]. Reality [Rei94a]. Realizing [Jal89, NZZ97]. Really [Ano93t, Car95, DeM95a, Gla98c, GSB03, JS08, LB00, Law96]. Reasoning [THV90]. Reasons [Ros04]. Reassurance [Kus94]. Recasting [WOS94]. Recently [Tom87]. Recherchons [Dav98d]. Recipes [Aae03]. Recipients [Bar95b]. Recognition [GAS+01]. Recognizing [Bal99, RW90, ROL90]. Recommendations [LLS+06]. Recompiling [MBL98]. Reconfiguration [YD01]. Reconnaissance [BFC00]. Record [JOL+00, MVS+99]. Recovering [Dav98a]. Recovery [CC90, Sch01, WB06a]. Recursive [SM97, Sho06]. Red [GB00]. Red-Hot [GB00]. Redefining [Got08b, Hol92]. Redemption [Sch01]. Redesign [Fis87, SE98]. Redesigning [JC00]. Redocumentation [Raj00, WTMS95]. Redoing [Vit84]. Reduce [HF95]. Reducing [BS03, Fow01b, Voa99b]. Reengineering [Ado96, BH95b, DD95, EK02, MGG+95].
Moo02a, New95, PRSV97, Sne95].

Reentering [DB97]. Reevaluating [Cop99]. Reexaminating [Hat97a].

Reevaluating [DB97]. Refactoring [FGSK03, MHB08]. Referees [Ano03m, Big96, Dav97d, McC00g, McC02g].
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Refinement [Hen94].
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Refocus [SMK+00].
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Resolutions [BS00].

Resource [BVD08a].

Resources [BVD08b].

Respect [Ano08d].

Respect [Ano08d].

Responsibility [WB09f].

Responsible [WB09f].
Restoring [RW98]. Restructuring [CS90].

Results [Ano97g, EG96, MF00, MVS+99, Pf97c].

Rethinking [SHZ+98]. Retrain [DHMR02, Rot99]. Retrieval [Has05].

Retrospect [Mil86]. Retrospectives [Gla02d]. Return [Ano93-38, Ano03j, EFS04, Ree06a].

Reusability [BR87, GP87, Mey87, PDF87, PD93].

Reusable [BAB+87, DeM95b, ES92, Hen94, HJA08, KG87, RW04, Sta94, WP86].

Reusable [BAB+87, DeM95b, ES92, Hen94, HJA08, KG87, RW04, Sta94, WP86].

Reuse [Ale95, Ano98g, Bar95d, BB91, Bas90, HJA08, KG87, RW04, Sta94, WP86].
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Right [Ber93, CBMP05, GSB03, Got03, Sam88].

Righting [LBD+04]. Rights [GB00].
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Risk [Bai98, BD97, Car97, Cha96b, CAW97, CS97, DL03, Fai94, Fai05, Feo97, GPW97, Gl08, GB00, KM02, Kau97, KL97b, Lis97, Mad97, MR09, Moy97, SK08, WWD97, WMH07, Boe91]. Risk-Based [Gl08].

Risks [BB08, HC00, LWE01, Rei02a].\n
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Robert [Kru99a]. Robotics [Fei07]. Rocky [Cur95].

ROI [BCM+04, BHJM04, vS04, vS09]. Role [Bas87b, CC95b, Gla08a, Hat01, KCD09, MCA00, PL03, Pl05, St00, Vo04a].


Roundtable [ABG+97, ABB+00, AAB+00, DHK+01, GHH+09, MIZ+98, McCo1d, PAD+98].

Roundup [GLS99]. Routers [DW00].

Routinely [McC98d]. Routines [Fow03a, McCo8d]. Rover [San98e]. Royce [Dav95b, RHK+03]. RPDE [Hax87].

Ruby [BK07, Vis08]. Rule [ARW96, VNS94].

Rule-Based [VNS94, ARW96]. Rules [KL98, Kru99a]. Ruminations [DSB08].

Runaway [BLP06]. Runaways [GF99].

Runtime [BS00, FS+06]. RUP [NCC+02].

Rule [KL98, Kru99a]. Satisfying [Vic07].

Sauce [Vo04b]. Savvy [CB00, Rei95c]. Says [Ano98a, Har04a].

Scalable [RG02]. Scale [BR+[85, LB00, LL92a, MA00, NG05].

S* [DDMS86]. Saboteur [Har05d]. SAC [Gla05c]. Sad [Gla05c, WJS97]. Safe [Bao00].

Safety [Bha96, Eve95, EH95, HK94, LCS91, MTKE94, RBB03, RD99, Tri02, Wil94, YJC09, dSA05]. Safety-Critical [RBBP03, Wil94, YJC09]. Sailing [KIB+08].

Saluting [Ano03m, McCo2g]. San [San98c].

Same [Bac95c]. Sameness [Erd07c]. Sink [FW03]. Satisfies [Yam99]. Satisfying [Vic07].

Sauce [Vo04b]. Savvy [CB00, Rei95c]. Says [Ano98a, Har04a].

Scalable [RG02]. Scale [BR+[85, LB00, LL92a, MA00, NG05].

S* [DDMS86]. Saboteur [Har05d]. SAC [Gla05c]. Sad [Gla05c, WJS97]. Safe [Bao00].

Safety [Bha96, Eve95, EH95, HK94, LCS91, MTKE94, RBB03, RD99, Tri02, Wil94, YJC09, dSA05]. Safety-Critical [RBBP03, Wil94, YJC09]. Sailing [KIB+08].

Saluting [Ano03m, McCo2g]. San [San98c].

Same [Bac95c]. Sameness [Erd07c]. Sink [FW03]. Satisfies [Yam99]. Satisfying [Vic07].

Sauce [Vo04b]. Savvy [CB00, Rei95c]. Says [Ano98a, Har04a].

Scalable [RG02]. Scale [BR+[85, LB00, LL92a, MA00, NG05].
SRK+09, Sel09a, THDK06, ZZ93, Cha96b, HF95, Mye89b, Rus91. Scaled [Bar96a].
Scaled-Back [Bar96a]. Scaling [LB00, LCE+01, RME03]. Scanning [VMMF00]. Scarcity [Boo09e, Boo09f].
Scenario [HSG+94, KABC96]. Scenario-based [KABC96]. Scenarios [Mye98, WPJH98, ZMT05]. Schedule [AHM86, AH90, Glao4a, Lit06, McC96d, San98e]. Schedules [Dak96e, DDS+97].
Scheduling [RS84, ZLJW95]. Schema [BPS94, Hon09]. schemas [SM88]. Scheme [Sha97b]. Schmidt [Mil01b]. Schools [DeM90]. Science
[Ano93e, Ano93m, Che97, DFL00, EMW+97, FPG94, GBdlHQCG, Hoo84, JL03, McC98c, McCo1b, Par99, RS05, TSP+09]. Scientific [AKM90, CAGR91, Keo07, MSJ+99, Pra85, SK08, SM08b, SM09b, Tom03, VVS+08, WK03, WMGM08].
Scientist [VVS+08]. Scientists [DG09a]. SCM [Ano08b]. Scope [Kor86]. Scoping [Bus09b, LJ97]. Scorecard [Mai02].
Scratching [SLG+00]. screen [SM88]. screens [Shn91]. Screenwriting [Nor07].
Scripting [Spi05b]. Scrum [RJ00].
[Alo03, Glao2c, Got06a, JMV06, LL87, NT92, Rei00a, YM94b, Shn97]. Seaside [DLR07]. Second
Secret [Voa04b]. Secrets
[Cla02, DSB99, Mat00b]. Secure [Ano02]. BC08, Got02a, GD02, HC02, HM02b].
Secure-Software [BC08]. Securely
[Ano01h, GHW02]. Security [ABB+00, Ano96d, Ano98g, Ano98i, Ano01h, Ano05k, Bar98, BC08, BS00, BS03, EL02, Got01d, HAJ07, HEH06, HM02b, Irv97, IAJR97, KH02, Kus95, LRO02, MA00, PC97, SM99, Spi09b, TJM08, VMF00, WLC01, PH97a]. Security-Aware [KH02]. SED [GJP99].
SEDOS [DV89]. Seducse [Nie96c]. see [MR95]. Seeing [Jar94]. Seek [PM98].
Seeking [Rob09b, Shn94]. Seen [Rei95c].
SEI [Ano93-27, Das94, Nor02]. SEL [BG94, BZM+95]. Select [Rug93].
Selecting [CFQ07, Cocos00, HS91, Jer09, MKCC03, NM96, PSS]. Selection
[BCMV05, FC03, MN98, Sch95a]. Selective
[DT94, HR90]. Selenium [BKW09]. Self [Ano96r, CG08, DAEE08, FN99, MDS09, Mon01]. Self-Assessment [DAE08].
Self-Healing [Mon01]. Self-Help [Ano96r].
Self-Management [CG08, MDS09].
Self-Tuning [FR99]. Selling [DFS93].
Semantic [OHM+07, SBBK08]. Semantics
[BR85]. Sense [Dan02, Kau99, McCo1c].
Sensors [JW09]. Sentence [HT04b].
Separate [Gut86]. Separating
[Fow01c, Hsd88, OLPS04]. Separation
[KL04, KR03]. SEPG [Cur95]. Sequence
[RW04]. Sequential [CC94, OCHW91].
Serious [SM01]. Server
[Ano93p, Friu99, Pou99, RG02, San98f]. Server-Side [RG02]. Service [Ano92i, ACM+07, BBGK07, Bla07, GKM04, Gyv06, GB00, Jon05, LM07, MHS06, NZ07, Sta06a, VZM+07, Ols95, Smi91].
Service-Centric [NZ07, VZM+07].
Service-Oriented
[Bl07, GKM04, LM07, MHS06, Sta06a].
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[Ano97e]. Seti [KSS84]. Setting
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SEW [McS96]. SGML [Lew98]. Shadows
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Shaping [Mye02]. Share [Ano97g]. Shared
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Cus03, Culs08, CMK03, CMK09, CR92, Dak95d, Dak97a, DM06, DSBM99, DLSZ05, 
DJSS97, Dav96a, Dav97e, Dav98e, Dav00, DN97, DM96, DeM09, DDS+97]. Software 
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Gla94b, Gla98c, Gla00a, Gla00e, Gla01b, 
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Gla07a, Gla07b, GRM09, Gla08e, Gla08f, 
Gla09a, Gdh+08, GHI+09, GKM04, 
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Goto1c, GAS+01, Got02a, Got08b, Got99b]. Software 
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Hat95, Hat01, Hay03, HDS05, HEH06, 
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Jac93, JBR99, Jak00, Jan04, JBHD08, JS08, 
JKM+09, JBG6, JD98, JMBD00, JOL+00, 
JKP+05, Jon94, J699, Jon03, Jon07, Joo94, 
Jor05, JBR90, Ju98, Ju01, Jul93, JKC04, 
JW09, Jur97, JM02, JMS06, KG87, KFP+88, 
KH00, Kan99, Kan93, KN96, KS04, K507, 
KH02, Kii01, KV07, KL96, KL94, KAB+09]. Software 
[Koe00, KSM02, KSTM98, KSS84, Kru05a, 
Kru05b, KOS6, Kru08a, Kru08b, KCD09, 
Ksh05, Kuh98, LANC07, LFW99, LF00, 
LCM06, Lan96, Lar01b, LS+02, LM03, 
LBD+04, LY98, LNR98, Lch89, LSPr87, 
LSP+03, LLS+06, Lev90, LCS01, LO90, Lev98, 
LBC+09, LT09, Lin93, LR00, Lin87, Lit04, 
LRO02, Lon06c, LCE+01, L06, MKCC03, 
MSJ+09, MNA05, Mat95b, Mat00b, 
MF00, Max01, Mc96c, Mc97a, Mc97c, 
Mc98c, MCD99, MT99, MC00d, MC00a, 
MC00e, MC01d, MC01f, Mc02e, MC06, 
MNJP02, MC02, MC03b, MC05, Med05, 
MH06, MRA98, MS04, MLJ04, MI84, 
MAMY99, MI01c, ME02, MJ88, MDD09, 
Moh01, MLL03, MSK00, Mo01, MTK94, 
Moo99, MJP+00, M001c, M001b, M001a, 
Moo02, M003, MD97, Mot06]. Software 
[Mub08, Mul86, Mun98, MKF06, MRS85, 
ME09, Mus93, Mye95b, Mye95d, Mye02, 
NZZ90, NZ07, Nav95, NS05, NOK08, 
NSV+08, NM96, NT06, NKO4, Nor02, NC00, 
Nus96, OG07, OGE08, Off02, Ols93, Pal96, 
Pal01b, PJT09, Par99, PL03, Pat08a, 
Pat08c, PWS+95, Pfe97b, PM00, Pfe02, 
Pfe03, PM98, PMPM3, PSM0, Pos85, 
Pot93, PDS4, Pre95, Pre96a, Pre96b, PDF87, 
P93, POMC+97, PT05, PTH1+09, QBN+06, 
RBBP03, RP95, RRD07, RBH07, Ree00, 
Ree05, Ree06b, Ree99, Rei00b, Rei00c, 
Re01, Rei02a, Rei03a, RIP+01, RvW07, 
RF09, REM1+09, Rif01a, Rif01b, Rif09, 
Rin97, RJ00, RBIM97, Rob05b, RD99, 
Rog00, RA+96, RKJ+97, Ros04, Ros05, 
Row96, Roy00, Roy05, RJ02, RE04, RS05,
RL02, RM00, SBM02, Sam90, San97a, San95a, San98a, San98g, SK08. Software
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[YKIY93, YJ07, YJC09, You95, ZJ98, ZS06, ZME00, Zho89, Zve98a, Zve03, dSSS+09, vGvd5SV01, vS04, vS09, vV06, vdlL02, vdlLM02, vWAS06, vWHW09, AO89, Bre89, Dak97b, Duk89, FN88, Fku97, Fis89, Fur97, GA05, HF97, HHM94, Hum96, KABC96, LC87, McC97b, MMS88, MA89, Mye89b, O’N97, PJC97, RC89, SA87, Tho89, Tru91, Was96, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano05a, Dm95b, Erd97b, FTB06, GF99, Har03a, Hor97, Nav95, O’L09, PfI97b, Rog00, Sch95b, Ano01f].

Software-Based [TM97].
Software-Development [MF00].
Software-Engineering [BL96, CR92, Sym88, Ano93-27, Pot93, RCG97, Tho89].
Software-Reliability [MF90, Mus93].
Software-Research [Gla94b].
Software-Speak [McK02].
Software-System [BST+94].
Solid [Fer95, Nav95].
Solution
[An093d, CM96, Gla03a, Gla04b, KSMS02].
Solutions [Ano98n, MRA98, Pat08b, Pes97, Sim95c, TM97, San98e, WE04]. Solve
[AW03, MC94]. Solved [PM97]. Solving
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Someone [San90]. Something [Nie97b].
Sometimes [Ker08]. sonification [MR95].
Sorcery [Hoa84]. Sorting [Car00a]. Sorts
[Ma09b, URK01]. Soul [SK03]. Sound
[Rei96a]. Sounding [WLS+99]. Soup
[PfI05]. Source [Abe07, Ano03h, Ano98, AS03, BNST99, Cha98b, DGC+07, Ebe07, Ebe08a, Ebe09, Gla99c, Gla00d, GAS+01, Got07, Hec99, HSK+03, MH07, Mc99c, OG07, Ray99, Rem05, San98a, San08, SS06a, Spi06d, SV03, Tot06, VVM08, WW01, Wil99b, WLC01, vdLM09, vWHW09, Sme92, DFLS05, FK04, GA04, Has05, KT04, Lus04, MD04, MC05, NK04, Pud04, RE04, Sca04, SCSC04, SS04, TH04b].

Source-Code [HS90, Sme92]. Sources
[Gla04c]. South [WC89]. Space
[Got02a, Kor96, Lie02, SK92, LCS97, FCB00].
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SPC [GB00].
Speak [McK02].
Speaking [Boo07e].

Spec [PM98, BL90]. Special
[BZM+95, DKKK90, DKMS91, Hor97, MS95]. Specialization [Jac94], specialized
[Lou95]. Specializing [Jac99]. Species
[Dak95e].

BS00, CRR09, CM07, Fow09, HTLPS09, JRS+09, KP09, SMT09, WHG+09, MSG96].

Specification
[BL90, DG90, GFB96, GH85, HLS90, HKK93, Lee91, L95, ND05, Pos85, RP09, STM88, Spi03, AMM+89]. Specifications
[BF95, BK05, Boe84, DWH86, Den91, GGZ00, Mey85, Pa01b, Wil94, FN88, LST91, TR88, Win88].

Specifier [Win09b]. Specifying
[RP09, Ros91, SJ86, SpI90, WKU89].

Speculating [Zan94]. Speculation
[An097g]. Speed [BRL+93, Ste95b]. spend
[PSV94]. SPI [BG01, DCF+02].

Spice
[EG96]. Split [KGRB03, San97b].

Sport
[TB02]. spot [KHA+03]. Spotlight
[Ano96g, Ano96l]. Spotlights [Cur95].
Spreadsheet [DW90, MR09].
Spreadsheets [Erw09], Spring [SR91a].
Sprinting [Got07], Spur [ZHL+89], Spy
[Spi07c]. SQA [Bak01], SQml [San98e].
Squl [SDML+06]. Staff [Ram00], Stage
[HS90, KR05]. Stage-Gate [KR05]. Stages
[Mac99c, Mot06]. Stake [GB00].
Stakeholder [DRR+07, MSG+07, WMH07].
Stakeholders [AR04, Dam07, GW07].
Stand [Erd08e, Voa00c]. Standard
[Ano99f, Bha96, Boe98, LLH+05, MS95, BFC00].
Standards [Ano84a, Bac95c, Bil94].
BBRTL90, BBMHo5, Car88, Cha96d, Fen96,
Gar05, Gla99a, GB00, MIZ+98, Moo99,
PM98, Sch96b, GA05, Win90a].
Standards-Based [GB00]. Stars [Rei94b].
Start [Ano98b, Ber94, JBHD08, Spi09d,
Sut00, ASM99]. Start-Up
[Ber94, JBHD08, Sut00]. Start/Pat
[ASM99]. Started [Ano99p]. Starting
[Sch98b]. Starts [Ano99p]. Startup
[Hen99]. State
[Ano98g, Ano93k, Ano05n, BHJ+03, BW98,
CM90, CLB03, CMKC03, CMKC09, Fow05,
Gla93e, Gla95c, GLT93, Ho92, LSF03,
MCL97, NLO3, Rei93a, TD90b, Wey03].
Static [AHM+08, CE90, DH93, EL02,
Hat95, Lou06b]. Statically
[VMMF00]. station
[CG94b, Got02a]. Statistical
[Car94, CM90, EA03, FCB00, JP03, We00].
Statistics [CDD08]. Status [Hum00,
Luq92b, PD93, PK97, PD93, WW01].
Steering [Roy05, Sam88]. Stencils
[Cod09]. Step [DP03, GD02]. Steps
[Ale96, OY95, Ros98a, SM92]. Steve
[Ano92m, Har93c]. Still [GA09, Gla96b,
Gla98b, MC93b, Rei96c, Zan92].
Stimulating [OGE08]. stir [GA05].
Stirrings [Cou99a]. Stochastic [RKP08].
Stone [Gra90]. Stop [EPS93, MA89].
Stop-Test [EPS93]. Stories [WSL+99].
Story [Ano85o, Coo01, Des08, Gla01c,
Gla05a, Gla05c, TV99]. Story-Driven
[Ano95o]. Storytest [Mug08].
Storytest-Driven [Mug08]. Straight
[MV+99]. Straightening [JOL+00].
Strange [Gla85a], Strategic
[BB99a, Kap00]. Strategies
[Bro96, DSB99, Jar92, SSW86, Var95,
VBM+02, Ym94b]. Strategy
[Ano92i, BCM95, GD00, Re96a, WB08c].
Stratified [AK03a]. Streamlined [St99].
Street [Lew84]. strength [Bro96].
Strengthening [KWC90]. Strikes
[BTC+99]. Strip [MM08b]. Structural
[Ksh05, SVSL08, WGM85, WTM95].
Structure [AEP96, Kru05a]. Structured
[Ano92i, Che92, Kin97, Mil86, Saa98, TS01,
AMM+89, MN+89, War89]. Structures
[CC93, DH93]. Structuring [Ano98a].
Students [RP98]. Studies
[Bur94, GA06, KPP95, Mc98a]. Studio
[Kuh98]. Study
[CR08, CDM+05, DLSZ05, DLV99, ELM90,
ELLM99, FO99, HG00, Hei01, JD98, Kan01,
KCF+08, KAG96, NE07, PJ79, PSH04,
Pau95, SRK+09, Sne84, Tor90, Win98,
ZAV02, CGR94b, CGR94a, GCR94a,
GCR94b, Gue94, LD95, WTM95]. Style
[Ano92b, Bri97, Lub91, Nis00, Roy05, LH89].
Styles [JGM86, MKM97, Sha95b]. Stylish
[Mas98]. Subcontractors [NM96].
Subjective [Mir01]. Subroutines [CC94].
subscription [MCA00, RM00]. Substance
[FPG94]. Subtleties [Lai08]. Success
[Ahu99, Ano92i, Ano98k, Ben95, BTC+99,
Gla98b, Coc01, DC04, Fi94, Gla92b, HL01,
HL99, Mat00b, No99, Nus96, Ray99, Ree99,
TV99, TTT+02, Ven05, VE05, WSL+99].
Successful [Ano92r, AW03, AW06, BM04a,
Byt99, Chu93, GH00, Hou01, Kim04,
Mat00b, Mey96a, Roy05, SA05].
Successfully [SO97]. Suitcase [McC00c].
Summaries [Ano96b, Ano98b, Ano98c,
Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano99a, Ano99b,
Ano99c, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00e,
Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01j, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano06g, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano95b, Eve95].

Summer [Hei01]. Supercharge [Daw95b]. Supercomputer [Mar85].

Superdistribution [Cox97]. Superfluous [Boo09c]. Superhighway [Gra99c, Tru94]. Superprofessionals [Erd09e]. Supply [Jon94]. Support [AAR09, ARTZ03, Ano92i, DJH+08, Don06, Dow87, Gla99a, Got01d, Got02c, KKC93]. Supporting [BMM04, BMM05, FNY09, HDS05, JL06, RSO08, Tho89, VVS]. Surrounding [Lit06]. Survey [Ano95c, Cha87, EK08, HDR+86, HKPS96, HKN85, JKC04, LF05, RRD07, Run06, TJM08, WKH92, Mye89a]. Surveys [PM98]. Survivable [ELLM99]. Survival [Ano99d, HM01b, Ols95]. Survive [Ano92c]. Surviving [Ano99d, ED01]. Sustainable [WB09a]. SVR4 [CH93]. SVR4/MP [CH93]. SW [GE04]. SW-CMM [GE04].

Swap [Rei95a]. Sweet [KHA]. Switches [DW00]. Sword [Mat00a]. Symbol [Gut86].

Symbolic [TS06]. Symbolics [WMMW87]. Symposium [Ano93-27]. Sync [Hat94].

Synching [HKNS01]. Synchronization [Ano93-30, Wol88]. Synergies [San98g]. Synergy [PDHT97]. Syntactically [BK05].

Synthesis [ABB+93, Jul93, Kan93, MD86, SKC93]. System [Ado96, AW91, Ano93f, Ano98u, Bal87, Bas87b, BST+94, BHHM86, BH95b, CV88, CBK85, CCRZ+90, kCCP+95, Dav03, Don06, ELLM99, Emr85, EFM+91, FO85, GC85, GS90a, GTF+87, Gla99c, Got06a, Hal96b, HCO2, HLS90, IAJR97, JB04, Kam87, Kim04, KH97, KYM+04, Lam84, LHH+03, LRO02, LK88, Luq92a, Mai08b, MMM+09, Mic99, Nar85, Nie96a, Ols85, Pet85, Pf98, PMMM93, PS84, RFH86, RGR85, Sch92, Sch98a, SH02, STSK92, SDP91, SMHT09, STM88, TYZP05, VBM+02, WHC02, WPJH98, WLC01, WGFC86, CYY+89, CFTZ89, CGR94a, Fid96, GCR94b, SSGT86, GCR94a, Ano02j].

Systematic [CKMV95, Ros98a, SO92, Son97, FI94]. Systems [ANB99, Ano92i, Ano92l, Ano93c, Ano93i, Ano93-30, Ano96d, Ano99p, Ano01h, ARW96, BS86, Bat98, BB99a, BMM04, Ben95, BLWG99, BK03, Blu87, Bol09, Bor85, BC86, BOS00, Che84, CR88, CC95a, CS90, CW84, DWH86, DV89, DJM04, DDPW09, Dou85, DRW03, EH95, FN99, Fer01a, Fer95, FK04, FLS04, GCR94c, Gla99d, Gon05, Got08b, Gra99b, Har06b, Hix90, HKPS96, JBDH08, KG87, Kan05, Knu87, Koh05, LF05, LS02, Lau98, LM04, MCA00, Med05, MA00, MW90, NZ07, NOK08, OMTHC94, OYE06, Par96a, PCOM97, PF93, PWW05, RP06, RS84, RS01, RBBC03, Rem05, RG02, Ros91, Rov86, Sav86, SE98, SF93, Selo9a, SCSC04, Sev87, SMR93, Sne95, Spi05f, SN89, SRS+86, TH02a, VNS94, Vo90, Voa98a, Wii97c, Yac03, dSA95, dLDCGR06, vGvDSV01, Deu88].

Systems [EJW95, LB88, MW96, Mey91, SR91a, MSK00, Fer95, Gar00]. Systems-on-Chip [MW90].

Table [ERJI02]. Tablog [MMW86]. Tackle [RBH07]. Tactical [CA01]. Tailoring [BTC+99, Osh98]. Taiwan [Ho89]. Take [Got01d, Got02c, SGM06].

Takes [Got00, GD02, KKC93]. Tale [Erd09b, Gla00b, Gla02c, Pf96, Wey98, You98].

Taligent [San95b]. Taming [Bo10].

Tandem [Lou05]. Tangle [Cha97e].

Tangled [Pre00]. Tapestry [Dav98c].

Tapping [Hat95]. Tar [Ado96].

Table [ERJI02]. Tablog [MMW86]. Tackle [RBH07]. Tactical [CA01]. Tailoring [BTC+99, Osh98]. Taiwan [Ho89]. Take [Got01d, Got02c, SGM06]. Takes [Got00, GD02, KKC93]. Tale [Erd09b, Gla00b, Gla02c, Pf96, Wey98, You98].

Taligent [San95b]. Taming [Bo10].

Tandem [Lou05]. Tangle [Cha97e].

Tangled [Pre00]. Tapestry [Dav98c].

Tapping [Hat95]. Tar [Ado96].
Tarchitecture [Hol03], Target [KL96].
Tarpit [PWS+95], Task [DBL04, Got09b, KL94, Lau03, RS84, WSD+09]. Task-Based [Got09b, WSD+09].
Tasking [BR85, HL85].
Tasks [LH01], Tata [Kee00].
TCP/IP [Ano93f].
TCSE [Moo01b, Moo02b, Ree05].
TDD [JM07].
Teach [RP98, Zve03], Teaching [BCH+02, BPD02, HGK09, HH02c, Per90, SD88].
Team [Ano93l, Ano00m, DW00, EEM01, E+94, FLN01, HMP+01, Jac98a, Lus04, Mac99c, Par05, SC00].
Teams [AAR09, MDD09, RJ00, WSD+09].
Teamwork [HH02c, Nic92].
Tech [CB00, Har05c, Har06f, Ros00, Ano92i].
Technical [McC98f, McC02c, Ree00, Spi09a, WEF01, Moo01b, Moo01a].
Technique [TL96].
Technologies [BS95, MSG+07, NVS+08, Plt00].
Technology [Ale95, Ano92b, Ano99e, BLSS08, Ban93, BDY94, BMM04, BW96, MB04b, CE09, CW00, CMA+02, Cox84, Dav96a, DFS93, DNS+06, Ebe08b, GGLW06, Gra00d, Har06f, Hon99, Jac93, JW09, LK03, MW91, ME90, PM00, Pou95, Rei05c, RF09, San95a, SS08, VZM+07, Weg84, Ber99, CW89, Ho98, WC89].
Technospeak [Ano97g], Ted [Har03c].
Teledialm [Zhu87].
Telecomm [Pit00].
Telecommunications [YKIY93, ZJ98].
Telecommuting [Rot00].
Telemetry [JKP+05], Telephony [Rei96b].
Tell [Dak97a, Des08, HT04b, SV03].
Telling [Gla97].
Tempered [Boo07f].
Temporal [San98e].
Ten [Ano99d, Rei02a].
Tenets [Nor02].
Term [Got02d, Rok03].
Terminology [DB96, Ste02, Win05].
Terms [Sny93].
Tessa [Ko09].
Test [ABF05, Amb07, Ano92n, BFJT05, Che01, CDP96, Cri06, Den91, DG07, EPSJ93, Got08a, Jan04, JS08, JHWM07, LQ08, MM05, Mar07, Man90, McC96c, MR09, MC00, RP07, SM06a, Ste02, Var95, VK07, WGM85, WB09d, Yam98a, Yam98b, Zha04, Voa97a].
Test-Case [Che01, LQ88, Den91].
Test-Driven [ABF05, Amb07, Cri06, DG07, Jan04, JS08, JHWM07, Mar07, MR09, RP07, VK07, Zha04].
Testability [SB95b, VM95b].
Tester [Ano97g], Testers [WOB00].
Testing [Ano07d, Ano96d, Ano01f, ARW96, Ber96a, CT91, CKMV95, Cou99a, Cou99b, DNS+06, E+94, Fee97, GCB+06, Glab98b, Glab95c, GdHN+08, Gou02, GD02, Gra02, Ham92, HS91, Hat08, HMP+01, HM02a, HM92, How85, JD01, JHWM07, JMS06, JMVS06, KL98, Lou05, LWN+09, MM05, Mil01c, NS92, NVS+08, Nie96d, Nie96b, Pet85, PS92, POS95, PO97, Rok03, Run06, Sav08, She91, SR91b, THDK06, TS06, TYZP05, VMM91, WKW99, Wey98, Wh00, Wil97c, GMS+96, KCC+01, MA99].
TestNG [RP07].
Tests [BKW09, MM08b, RE03, TS06].
Texans [Ano97e].
Text [Alo03, Ano96t, DJ05, HKPS96, Nav95, Wil97c].
Thanks [Ano92s, Ano96d, Dav97b].
Theory [Ara95, Gil96a, Gla98c, Jac98c, Mic00, Shu07b, Dak97b].
Third-Generation [MJ88].
Third-Party
tree-structured [AMM+89]. Trees [LCS91, Moe90, PS90]. Trenches [Ano96r, Ano99k, Ano99m, Dav95a, KNR+01]. Trend [Ano93-32, Dak96c]. Trends [Bur94, BHS07, CDM+05, GDD07, Hum00, LT09, Put91, SC03, Ste95a, Var95]. Triage [Sim04]. Trials [EG96]. Tribal [Boo08f]. Tricks [Dum95, Jak98, Lus04]. Tricky [JLLP03]. Trilogy [LNR98]. Trip [HT03b]. Trip-Packing [HT03b]. Triplex [KC90]. Troubles [HMP+01]. troubleshooter [Got02a]. Truce [DB97]. True [Ham92]. Trust [AAR09, Gla06c, OBR+08]. Truth [Boo07e]. Truths [Sid94]. Try [Bur94, Rai07c, SGW02]. Trying [Pre98]. TSL [Ros91]. TTCN [DNS+06]. TTCN-3 [DNS+06]. Tuning [Ano93f, FN99, HMK+94]. Tutorial [Cha87, Dav85, Kod04, Som05, Vis08, Whi00]. Twain [Gla05b]. Twisted [Hon95]. Two [Bal03, DAS+07, Erd09b, Gla02c, Gla06a, Gla08f, Hoh05, Hor95, LST91, Mil01b, PSV94, Woi89, You98, Tic89]. Two-dimensional [LST91]. Two-Phase [Hoh05]. Type [BPS+03, Fow03c]. Typed [Ano08b, EG04b, TW07]. Types [BCM05, HO87]. typo [ERJI02]. Ubiquitous [Cha99c, HT02c, Kle98]. UCC [KL97a]. UCITA [Bal01]. Ugly [Rei00b]. Undergraduate [LLS+06, TR05]. Understand [HPLH90, ZSM92]. Understandable [BFC00]. Understanding [AR04, Ano95o, BCC+08, BG98, BALV03, DJS08, Ebe06, GKKM04, LSS94, Pat07, Ris07, San08, Yac03, Fin96]. Underused [Lab94]. Unidirectional [NT92]. Unified [BDA04, BMGT01, BALV03, CTC07, JBR99, TC97, BAS89]. Uninitiated [Wli96]. Union [DM93]. Unique [SM01]. Unit [JMV06, Lou05, OCM+84, Run06, TS06]. Universal [Ano93j, Bha96, Sid94, Var88, Cod88]. Universal-Relation [Var88, Cod88]. Universe [MRA98]. University [PTH+09, Wei98b]. Unix [Ano93f, BCM88, Ano93-33, Cur88, EFM+91, Gai94, Spi05g]. Unpopular [Mc96d]. Unquestionables [Gla03d]. Unravel [Cha97f]. Unraveling [VV06]. Unsound [KJC07]. Untangling [CS96]. Un tested [Voa99a]. Up-front [WB08e]. Update [Ano98p, Ano98n, Bal00, BM09, JWKZ99, McC99e]. Updates [BMGT01]. Updating [CMKC09, SF93]. Upgrade [BC86]. Upon [Ara95]. Upstarts [Rei96b]. US&R [Vit84]. Usability [AFGD01, Ano93-34, Ano93t, Ano00k, BM01, Don01, E+94, FJWC01, JWC01, Lin85, MSJ+09, Nie96e, CN95a]. Usable [MRTS98]. Usage [BBGK07, CL02, RF09, Rog00, Sim06]. Usage-Centered [CL02, Rog00]. Use [Ale03, Ano92p, Ano95c, DFL00, Gor95, GV94, Hoh05, JB04, JML00, LX99, LSF03, Lon03, McC98d, MD97, Osh08, OBS08, RS08, Rog00, SM09a, Spi07f, TRW03, Win05, Fur97, Nie97a]. Useful [CL00, Mye98, SJM02]. Use net [Can95]. User [Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano93u, Ano04p, CN07, kCCP+95, Cla98b, Clo01, DSBM99, Fow01c, HLS90, Har04d, Har89b, Hix90, KABM09, LH01, LHB+90, LX99, MSJ+09, Mai08b, MGG+95, MD97, Mye89a, Ner01, Nie96c, Nie96d, Nie96b, Pat07, Pat08d, Pat09, PWS+95, PP03, PRSV97, Rei94a, Rei94b, Rei95b, Rei95c, Rei95d, Rei95e, Rei96a, Rei96b, Rei96c, Rei96d, Rei96e, Rei96f, Rei96g, Rei96h, Rei96i, Rei96j, Rei96k, Rei96l, Rei96m, Rei96n, Rei96o, Rei96p, Rei96q, Rei96r, Rei96s, Rei96t, Rei96u, Rei96v, Rei96w, Rei96x, Rei96y, Rei96z, Rei97a, Rei97b, Rei97c, Rei97d, Rei97e, Rei97f, Rei97g, Rei97h, Rei97i, Rei97j, Rei97k, Rei97l, Rei97m, Rei97n, Rei97o, Rei97p, Rei97q, Rei97r, Rei97s, Rei97t, Rei97u, Rei97v, Rei97w, Rei97x, Rei97y, Rei97z].
Rob90b, Rog00, SL97, VB97, Deu88, Per90].

User-Centered [Clo01, MSJ+09].

User-Experience [Pat09]. User-Goal [Rob90b]. User-Interface [CN07, HLS90, Hix90, Nie96b, Har89b, LHB+90, Mye89a, Per90]. Users [DDPW09, He95, Nie97d, Whi01].

User-Experience [Pat09].

User-Goal [Rob09b].

User-Interface [CN07, HLS90, Hix90, Nie96b, Har89b, LHB+90, Mye89a, Per90].

Users [DDPW09, He95, Nie97d, Whi01].

Utility [BHHM86].

Utility [BHHM86].

v [Mil84, Che84]. V&V [Duk89, Dun89].

Vadis [BLP96]. Vague [MMM+01]. Valid [Gla88b, SM95]. Validating [Boe84, Che01, HA00]. Validation [KL98, LL92a, MA89, WF89]. Valley [Sch99]. Value [ASC07, BHAW09, Fav96, Fav02, Gli88, Hat88, HB06, Jun98, KR97, KT05, KIB+08, Lit04, Pat08a, TB02, YBBP05, Sim96].

Value-Based [HB06, TB02, YBBP05].

Value-Innovative [KIB+08].

Value-Oriented [ASC07, Gli98]. Values [WB07c]. Valuing [WB08f]. Vardi [Cod88].

Variability [CHW98, KM99, TH02a].

Variation [Lar01a, Spi07a]. Variations [Jon03].

Vasa [FW03]. vector [LCS97].

Vehicle [TRW03]. velocity [Ols95].

Vendors [Ano92g, Mar88]. Ventures [Ano92i, Ano85]. Venus [Mac00]. Verbing [TH03b]. Verification [DDMS86, KL98, Lea91, LCS91, MD86, SB90, TYZP05, VM95b, YJC09, ABL89, WF89].

Verify [Xu03]. Verifying [Boe84, OCM+84].

Version [Hat97b, Lou06d, PCCW93, PHRS07, Spi05e, Spi05f]. versus [Aae03, Fow02a, Hor00, JOL+00, Mac00, MJ88].

Vertical [WC86]. Very [Gla06a].

Virtual [WC86]. Very [Gla06a].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtues [Cuk05b, Hay04].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].

Virtual [WC86].
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